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Abstract

Twenty years after it was proposed, STED nanoscopy has evolved into a power-
ful tool in far-�eld �uorescence imaging which achieves resolutions below 20nm.
Nevertheless, the application of STED nanoscopy in life sciences on a large scale
is hindered by the high e�ort which the method requires. This e�ort is in great
part due to the STED laser. So far, lasers which can be utilized for STED, e.g.
titanium-sapphire lasers, show both, technical and practical shortcomings, result-
ing in complex nanoscopy systems.
Semiconductor lasers which are compact, reliable and controllable without e�ort,
are predestinated to improve this situation if they are adapted to meet the pulse
requirements for STED. Therefore, this thesis examines the potential of di�erent
types of semiconductor lasers for STED. Fabry-Pérot laser diodes in overdriven
gain switched operation are demonstrated to be suitable STED lasers. Even more
suitable STED pulses, with pulse energies of up to 5nJ in 1ns, are obtained from
a second semiconductor laser system. Based on a tapered ampli�er, this system is
constructed to be operated �exibly in various modes of ns pulse generation. With
this semiconductor STED laser subdi�raction imaging of �uorescent nuclear track
detectors is successfully performed for the �rst time. Thereby the size of tracks of
carbon ions and protons in this material can be determined.
Furthermore, a method for all-semiconductor picosecond-pulse generation at wave-
lengths of 532nm, 561 and 593nm is presented. This was so far not possible and
provides a convenient source of excitation light for red emitting organic dyes, not
only for STED nanoscopy.
With its �ndings this thesis proves that STED imaging with a �vefold resolution
enhancement is possible with user-friendly and a�ordable lasers. This paves the
way to a wide spread use of STED nanoscopy.

Zusammenfassung

Seit die STED Nanoskopie vor zwanzig Jahren zum ersten Mal vorgeschlagen
wurde, hat sich die Methode zu einem mächtigen Werkzeug der Fernfeld Flu-
oreszenzbildgebung entwickelt, mit dem Au�ösungen unter 20nm möglich sind.
Dennoch wird die breite Anwendung von STED in den Lebenswissenschaften vom
hohen Aufwand, den die Methode mit sich bringt, behindert. Dieser Aufwand ist
zum groÿen Teil durch den STED Laser begründet. Die bisher für STED verwen-
deten Laser, z.B. Titan-Saphir Laser, weisen sowohl technische, als auch praktische
Unzulänglichkeiten auf, was zu komplexen Nanoskopie Systemen führt.
Halbleiterlaser, die kompakt, zuverlässig und ohne Aufwand ansteuerbar sind,
stellen eine ideale Möglichkeit dar, um diese Situation zu verbessern. Daher
untersucht diese Arbeit das Potential verschiedener Halbleiterlaserarchitekturen



im Hinblick auf STED. Fabry-Pérot Laserdioden im übersteuerten gewinngeschal-
teten Betrieb werden als geeignete STED laser präsentiert. Pulse mit Energien
von 5nJ in 1ns, die noch besser für STED geeignet sind, werden von einem wei-
teren aufgebauten Halbleiterlaser-System erzeugt. Dieses System, das auf einem
Trapezverstärker basiert, ist so konstruiert, dass es �exibel in verschiedenen Modi
der Nanosekunden-Pulserzeugung betrieben werden kann. Mit diesem Halbleiter
STED Laser ist es zum ersten Mal möglich, Bildgebung jenseits der Beugungs-
grenze an �uoreszenten Partikelspurdetektoren durchzuführen. Dadurch kann die
Gröÿe von Kohlensto�- und Protonenspuren in diesem Material vermessen werden.
Darüber hinaus wird eine neuartige halbleiterbasierte Laserquelle für Pikosekunden-
Pulse bei Wellenlängen von 532nm, 561nm und 594nm vorgestellt. Diese eignet
sich hervorragend als Lichtquelle zur Anregung für rot emittierende Farbsto�e,
nicht nur für STED.
Mit ihren Erkenntnissen belegt diese Arbeit, dass benutzerfreundliche und er-
schwingliche Laser für STED Nanoskopie mit fün�acher Au�ösungserhöhung be-
nutzt werden können. Dies ebnet den Weg hin zu einer breitgestreuten Anwendung
der STED Nanoskopie.
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1Introduction

The impossible is sometimes only impossible in people's minds. When Columbus
made a round egg stand on its tip, he proved that with a suitable approach an
impossible thing can become possible without changing any conditions. Similarly,
the di�raction limit in optical imaging could be overcome although light is still
subject to di�raction. Nevertheless, the di�raction limit was an insurmountable
limitation for more than 120 years.
In 1873 Ernst Abbe found out that the resolution of an imaging system is fun-
damentally limited by the di�raction of light to about half the wavelength λ, of
the light [1]. For visible light, i.e. λ = 400nm - 700nm this yields resolutions
of about 200nm. The di�raction limit applies in particular to optical far-�eld
microscopy, where resolution is one major factor of high image quality. Since mi-
croscopical methods are heavily used in the life sciences, the di�raction limit was
not only a limitation to itself, but also limited the insight which could be gained
from microscopical studies. Technical progress during the 20th century allowed
for microscopes which came very close to di�raction limited imaging even with
large �elds of view and over a large wavelength range. Especially �uorescence mi-
croscopy and confocal microscopy enabled microscopy images which were merely
limited by di�raction [2]. The development of structured illumination microscopy
and 4-pi microscopy allowed to shift the di�raction limit of such microscopes to
slightly lower values, without fundamentally breaking it, though [3, 4]. Therefore,
every cellular structure smaller than 100nm remained veiled by di�raction. Simul-
taneously methods which can image with better resolutions had been developed.
Near-�eld microscopes, atomic force microscopes and electron microscopes yield
resolutions down below 1nm [5�7]. However, these techniques are essentially re-
stricted to surfaces, which limits their bene�t for biological studies. Especially the
possibility of life cell and in depth examination of biological tissue is reserved to
far-�eld imaging.
The key to overcoming the di�raction limit in optical far-�eld microscopy was to
take the attention o� the classical picture which only takes into account wave na-
ture of light. In this picture a microscopy sample is not regarded to be capable of
taking any in�uence on the imaging process. As a matter of fact, the sample does
provide what is necessary to fundamentally break the di�raction limit. Its quantum
mechanical molecular structure can be exploited for this purpose. The �rst method
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Chapter 1

to do so was proposed exactly twenty years ago [8]. It is called stimulated emission
depletion (STED) microscopy and relies on reversible switching between molecular
states by absorption and stimulated emission of photons. It was soon perceived
that there are other mechanisms which also enabled breaking of the di�raction
barrier by the switching approach [9]. Nevertheless, STED was the �rst far-�eld
microscopy technique to produce di�raction unlimited images [10,11]. Other tech-
niques followed. Ground state depletion microscopy (GSD), photoactivated lo-
calization microscopy (PALM), stochastic reconstruction microscopy (STORM),
and variants thereof have lead to a zoo of techniques for di�raction unlimited far-
�eld microscopy, which was termed optical nanoscopy [12�14]. By now optical
nanoscopy is being performed with many classes of �uorophores, and reaches reso-
lutions below 20nm in biological tissue [15�17]. Resolutions beyond the di�raction
barrier have also been obtained from living biological samples and even in a living
mouse [18,19].
Now that the limitation by di�raction has obviously been abolished, what remains
to be done? Unlike Columbus' idea of �attening the egg's tip, the realization of
STED nanoscopy did not come without e�ort. Although the method has been
demonstrated to work very well and, from a life scientist's point of view, ful�lls
many requirements, its application is often hindered by its complexity and cost.
The di�erence between a STED nanoscope and a confocal scanning microscope is
basically only one laser which has to be added, the so-called STED laser. Unfor-
tunately there are several reasons why it is this laser which introduces complexity
to the method. STED nanoscopy makes unique demands on its lasers, regarding
the combination of pulse length, pulse repetition rate and pulse energy. Therefore,
complex lasers such as Titanium-Sapphire (Ti:Sa) lasers or optical parametric os-
cillators (OPO) seemed to be the only lasers meeting these requirements [20�22].
Upon employing these lasers there were new challenges to cope with. Shaping the
spatial and temporal beam properties had to be performed and synchronization of
laser pulses required laborious solutions. Due to these circumstances the overall
e�ort which had to be invested in order to obtain a reliable STED nanoscope was
immensely high when compared to conventional microscopy methods. Obviously,
a STED laser which would also meet practical requirements was highly desirable.
Consequently, the work leading to this thesis aimed at �nding alternative high per-
formance STED laser architectures. In many respects, the most attractive laser
type is the semiconductor laser. It combines small size, low cost and reliability,
and can be controlled and operated more �exibly than any other laser type [23]. If
a laser which combines these advantages could be adapted to meet the pulsing re-
quirements of STED, the method could greatly bene�t. Better handling and lower
e�ort in acquisition and implementation would hugely promote the availability of
STED nanoscopy to the life scienti�c community, such that its potential could be
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fully exploited. Therefore, based on a study which has been carried out with laser
diodes as STED lasers [24], this thesis investigates the potential which semicon-
ductor lasers bear when used as STED lasers. For this purpose semiconductor
laser systems of di�erent architectures have been tailored to meet the demands of
a STED laser, and were tested in a STED nanoscope.
This thesis is outlined as follows. The �rst chapter introduces the basic concepts
of STED, particularly those methodical details which were implemented in the
experiments. Then a chapter is dedicated to the description of nanosecond pulsed
semiconductor lasers. Two semiconductor STED laser systems are presented. Fur-
thermore, based on the work on STED lasers, a novel semiconductor excitation
laser source in the green-yellow spectral range will be presented. Chapter 4 presents
the results which could be obtained by including the presented lasers into STED
nanoscopes. Finally, the results will be discussed and lead to an outlook as to
future utilization of semiconductor lasers in STED nanoscopy.
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2STED Nanoscopy

The outstanding advantage of STED nanoscopy over conventional microscopy
methods is its theoretically unlimited resolution [8, 25, 26]. This potential has
made STED nanoscopy an important tool of nanoscale imaging based on far �eld
�uorescence microscopy. This chapter gives a brief introduction to the fundamen-
tals of STED nanoscopy. To start o�, an explanation of the di�raction barrier
will be given. Section 2.2 introduces the concept of �uorescence microscopy and
explains how STED nanoscopy outstrips the di�raction barrier. STED-related
techniques which have come up more recently and will be important in the course
of this thesis are introduced in sections 2.3 and 2.4. The role and the requirements
of lasers for STED will be highlighted in 2.5 .

2.1 The Diffraction Barrier

Before the invention of STED nanoscopy, all techniques of light microscopy were
fundamentally limited in resolution due to the di�raction of light. This limitation
was dubbed di�raction limit or di�raction barrier. Due to the fundamental sig-
ni�cance for the �eld of di�raction unlimited microscopy, a brief motivation for
the origin of the di�raction is presented. The interested reader is referred to the
literature for a more detailed discussion of the matter [27�29].
An elaborate version of the presented approach can be found in [30]. Consider
a stationary monochromatic wave U(x, y, z) of wavelength λ, and wavevector
~k = (kx, ky, kz) with

k = |~k| = 2π

λ
, kz = ±

√
k2 − k2x − k2y (2.1)

This wave can be expressed as a superposition of plane waves, exp(−i~k~r):

U(x, y, z) =
1

2π

∫∫
F (kx, ky)e

−ikzze−i(kxx+kyy) dkx dky (2.2)

where F (kx, ky) provides the amplitudes of the plane waves. Note that the shape
of U in the x-y-plane at z = 0 is given by the Fourier transform of F (kx, ky).
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Propagation along the z-direction is described by the term exp(−ikzz). Due to
relation (2.1) the exponent of this so-called propagator can become real for certain
wavevector components kx and ky, which do not ful�ll

k2x + k2y <
(2π)2

λ2
. (2.3)

The contribution of these kx and ky is attenuated during propagation1. The shape
of U in the x-y-plane at z = d is then given by the Fourier transform of F (kx, ky) ·
exp(−ikzd), such that the kx and ky which are prohibited by (2.3) do not contribute
in the far-�eld, i.e. for d � λ. That means there are maximum kx and ky which
shape the far-�eld intensity distribution of the propagating wave. In other words,
this intensity distribution has a minimum extent which cannot be reduced any
further, known as the di�raction limit.
This approach motivates the existence of the di�raction limit. It is very general,
though, and was derived irrespective of any optical elements involved. Still, the
approach is suitable to make the following point. The di�raction limit originates
from the wave properties of light. A wave of light can only be focused down to
a certain limit, which is given by its wavelength. When the transition to a real
optical system is made, the medium in which the light propagates with refractive
index n is introduced as well as a maximum angle α at which the light �eld can
access the utilized optics, which further restricts condition (2.3). This culminates
in the well-known formulation of the resolution limit ∆x of an optical system using
the wavelength λ and numerical aperture NA = n sinα

∆x =
λ

2NA
, (2.4)

which was introduced by Ernst Abbe in 1873 [1].

2.2 STED Fundamentals

Fluorescence Micorscopy

The fundamentals described below and an extensive treatment of confocal mi-
croscopy in general can be found in [31]. Fluorescence microscopy is among the
most widely used microscopy techniques in life science research. It requires the
sample to be stained with a �uorescent dye. Labeling of the structure under ex-
amination provides huge advantages over label-free microscopy. It enables highly
speci�c and high contrast imaging of the stained features. The most basic im-
plementation of a STED nanoscope is based on a �uorescence microscope, more
1From relation (2.1) ther is also a solution for kz leading to an ampli�cation which is, however
unphysical and is therefore neglected.
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STED Fundamentals

Objective
Lens

Pinhole
Dichroic Mirror

Fluorescent
Sample

Scanner

Excitation
Laser

Detector

Figure 2.1.: Schematic laser scanning microscope (LSM). Adding the pinhole converts
the LSM into a confocal LSM, which delivers the best di�raction limited resolution.
An LSM can be upgraded to a STED nanoscope.

precisely on a laser scanning microscope (LSM). Therefore, it is necessary to shortly
introduce this kind of microscope. A sketch of an LSM is shown in �gure 2.1. It
comprises a laser source which is apt to generate a �uorescence signal in the sam-
ple. The laser light is focused into the sample by an objective lens, which, at the
same time, is used to collect the emitted �uorescence. The �uorescence signal is
then separated from the illumination beam path by a beam splitter, and is guided
to the detector. Due to the Stokes-shift (cf. �gure 2.2) between the excitation and
emission spectra, which is characteristic of organic dye molecules, a dichroic mirror
is the easiest way to realize such a beam splitter. The detected signal value can
be assigned to a certain image pixel. Adding a scanning unit makes it possible to
acquire signal values from a certain �eld of view (FOV) within the sample, thus re-
constructing an image of this region of the sample. Scanning can be implemented
in two ways. Either the sample can be moved with respect to the illuminating
beam or the laser beam can be steered to scan the sample.
The contrast and the axial resolution is further improved if a pinhole is placed in
front of the detector. This pinhole e�ciently �lters out �uorescence which does not
originate from the focal plane of the objective lens. Such a kind of microscope is
called confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) and reaches the best di�raction
limited resolutions. It is fundamentally limited by di�raction, as described in 2.1.
The di�raction limit is present at two stages of the CLSM. It limits the size of the
laser spot to a minimum extent, yielding the illumination point spread function
(PSF) hex. Also, the emitted �uorescence light is subject to di�raction, its imaging
onto the detector is expressed by the detection PSF hdet. The multiplication of
the illumination and detection PSF gives the total PSF

h = hex · hdet. (2.5)
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In this work, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of h will be used as a
measure for the resolution ∆x of a given microscopy system.
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Figure 2.2.: Characteristics of a typical organic dye. The Jablonski diagram, a),
schematically shows the relevant energy level structure of an organic dye. The three
radiative processes are excitation (i), spontaneous emission with τ > 1ns (ii) and
stimulated emission (iii). The transitions between sub states within S0 and S1 with
τ < 10ps are responsible for the energy loss between absorption and emission, re-
sulting in the so-called Stokes-shift. This can be seen clearly in the spectrum of the
transition, b) [32].

The STED Principle

Throughout the past two decades the fundamentals of STED nanoscopy have been
discussed extensively [33�35]. Therefore, only a brief explanation of the principle
will be given here. In the preceding discussion of a CLSM the illumination light
provides the main contribution to limiting the resolution. This description con-
cludes that features which are illuminated at the same time, cannot be resolved by
a scanning microscope. At a closer look, however, this is only true if the di�erent
features also respond to illumination at the same time. This thought introduces
another important part of the microscope system, which is the sample under exam-
ination itself and its response to illumination. If a mechanism can be found, which
introduces a spatial dependence in this response on a subdi�raction-sized-scale,
discrimination between responding and non-responding subsets becomes possible,
irrespective of their distance. Sequential probing of di�erent feature subsets within
a di�raction limit sized volume thus enables subdi�raction imaging. In the case of
�uorescence microscopy, the excitation laser can be considered to switch the dye
from the ground state (o� ) into the excited state (on). In this picture, subdi�rac-
tion imaging requires the reverse switching mechanism, i.e. switching from on to
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Figure 2.3.: The principle of STED. Switching some of the excited �uorophores o�
leaves a smaller region to contribute to the signal of each pixel. The inset shows
the di�raction limited STED patterns along the dashed lines. By scaling the STED
laser power up the on volume can in principle become arbitrarily small.

o�, where the dye's ability to �uoresce is reversibly disabled. Stimulated emission
provides such an o�-switching mechanism. Stimulated emission was postulated
by Einstein [36,37] as the �eld dependent transition from a high energy quantum
state to a lower one. It contrasts spontaneous emission, which is independent of
external �elds. These three processes are exploited for switching and signal gen-
eration in STED nanoscopy.
As mentioned in the context of �uorescence microscopy, organic dye molecules ex-
hibit a red shift of their emission spectrum relative to the absorption spectrum, the
Stokes-shift. The di�erence in energy is lost via relaxation of vibronic sub-states
of the excited electronic state prior to spontaneous emission, cf. �gure 2.2 . The
Stokes shift is essential for the molecular switching in STED. Without the shift,
a laser which induces stimulated emission would also be capable of exciting the
dye, leaving no distinct on- and o�-switching mechanisms. Consequently, STED
nanoscopy, in addition to the excitation laser, makes use of a second laser. This
STED laser has a red shifted wavelength as compared to the excitation laser, and
is thus capable to switch dyes o�. Furthermore the beam pro�le of this laser is
manipulated such that within the focused beam pro�le there is at least one point
of zero intensity. At this point, and in its close vicinity, no stimulated emission can
take place, leaving a subset of the excited molecules in the on-state. Due to the
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Figure 2.4.: Schematic conventional STED setup. After phase modulation of the
STED beam, the laser beams are overlaid, scanned and focused into the sample.
Dichroic mirrors are utilized to �lter the �uorescence out of the laser beam path.
The beams have to be overlaid after phase manipulation by the VPP. The reason for
this is shown in the inset, the VPP would also generate a central intensity minimum
in the excitation beam.

intensity dependence of stimulated emission, in regions of increasing STED intensi-
ties the probability to �nd excited molecules is lowered. Although the STED beam
pattern is also inevitably di�raction limited, the o�-switching can be performed
with high probability arbitrarily close to an intensity zero. Thereby the volume
within which excited molecules can reside can become signi�cantly smaller than
the di�raction limited volume. Since only this reduced volume contributes to the
signal at each probing interval, in e�ect the resolution is improved by this scheme.
In �gure 2.3 the STED principle is illustrated for the typical case of a doughnut
shaped STED beam. The resolution of such a STED nanoscope is approximated
by adding a factor to the Abbe formula (2.4).

∆x ∝ λ

2NA
· 1√

1 + Imax

Isat

(2.6)

This popular formula for ∆x employs the maximum intensity of the STED pattern
Imax and introduces the saturation intensity Isat, which is a measure for the in-
tensity which is needed for o�-switching. Utilization of the intensity, however, can
be misleading, as will be discussed now. Indeed, the probability density, kst, for
stimulated emission of a molecule does depend on the intensity I of the incident
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light [37].

kst =
I

hν
σ(ν), (2.7)

where hν is the photon energy and σ(ν) the cross section for stimulated emission.
To �nd a de�nite probability from this, the interaction time has yet to be de�ned.
In the case of a pulsed STED laser the interaction time is the pulse length τp. This
is accounted for by Isat which depends on τp according to [38]

Isat = ln2
hν

στp
. 2 (2.8)

Therefore, if only the intensity of the STED laser is known, the possible resolution
enhancement cannot yet be estimated. This is especially important when lasers of
di�erent pulse lengths are compared. A more general expression can be found if
the laser pulse length is taken into account, such that the pulse energy

Ep =

∫∫
I(x, y, t) dA dt = Imax · τp · A (2.9)

substitutes Imax, with the the beam cross section A. Using equation (2.6), this
leads to

∆x ∝ λ

2NA ·
√

1 + Ep

Esat

, (2.10)

where the saturation pulse energy is now given by

Esat = IsatτpA ∝ hν
λ2

σNA2
, (2.11)

since A ∝ (λ/NA)2. In other words, the ratio of λ2/σ approximately gives the
number of photons in a pulse of energy Esat. This is valid for any laser, as long
as τp lies within the range 10ps - 3ns, which will be discussed in more detail in
2.4 . Most importantly equations (2.6) and (2.10) show that, given enough STED
photons are available, the resolution of a STED nanoscope does not have a lower
boundary.

2.3 easySTED

The generation of the STED intensity pattern is a key issue in the design of a
STED setup [10, 39]. The most popular method so far utilizes a so-called vortex

2The form Isat = 1/τpσ is mostly found. It refers to the photon �ux density [s−1m−2] at
which �uorescence has reduced to 1/e, whereas the formualtion used here gives the Intensity
[Wm−2] at which �uorescence has dropped to half its value.
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phase plate (VPP) [40�42]. It is a polymer plate of which one surface is structured
with a spiral. The dimensions of the spiral are chosen such, that the optical path
di�erence at the spiral step equals the STED wavelength λS. If a laser beam passes
through the plate with its center at the spiral center, opposing regions of the beam
pro�le acquire a phase di�erence of π (i.e. λ/2). Focusing this beam then leads to
destructive interference at the very center of the focal spot, yielding the desired
doughnut shape. After generating the STED intensity pattern the STED beam
is overlaid with the excitation beam, since in the pro�le of the latter a central
intensity maximum has to be maintained, cf. �gure 2.4 .
In the attempt of enabling more rugged and compact STED setups, an alternative
method to using the VPP has been developed recently, dubbed easySTED [43].
Instead of introducing phase di�erences by optical path di�erences, the easySTED
approach manipulates the polarization of the light. Rotating the polarization
of linearly polarized light by an angle of ϕ = π also yields a beam with a phase
di�erence of π with respect to the unrotated beam. An optical element performing
this rotation of ϕ = π is called a half-wave-plate (λ/2-plate), which is based on a
birefringent material [30]. With the help of half-wave-plates an intensity pattern
similar to the vortex doughnut can be generated. To this end four λ/2-plates are
arranged to form one segmented waveplate (SWP), cf. �gure 2.5 . Neighboring
plates have their fast axes oriented at an angle of π/4 with respect to each other.
This assures that an incident polarized beam will have a polarization rotation of
ϕ = π in opposing regions of the beam pro�le, again yielding an intensity zero
in the beam center when focused. The number of four segments is chosen more
out of practical reasons than for necessity. Any number of segments j > 2 would
give a central zero if the relative angle of the axes of neighboring plates is π/j.
The radial symmetry becomes better for higher j. Four segments are especially
simple to manufacture and arrange. They generate a characteristic clover leave-
like intensity distribution. Nevertheless, the distribution close to the intensity
zero shows very good radial symmetry, such that the beam pro�le is in good
approximation

I(r) = Imax
r2

a2
e1−

r2

a2 , a2 =
1

5

λ2

NA2
. (2.12)

This doughnut generation scheme does not only work with a zero order λ/2-plate,
but in fact for any rotation angle ful�lling ϕ = (m · 2 + 1)π, where m is an integer.
With increasing m the chromacity of the device becomes more pronounced, i.e.
ϕ deviates increasingly for wavelengths λex other than the design wavelength λS.
For a certain λex and a correctly chosen combination of the birefringent material
and m, ϕ(λex) = (m · 2 + 2)π becomes valid. For this λex the SWP has no ef-
fect, because opposing regions in the beam focus to constructive interference. This
gives rise to an alternative optical beam path design in a STED nanoscope. The
beams of excitation laser and STED laser can be overlaid before the phase front
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Figure 2.5.: Schematic setup of an easySTED nanoscope. The inset shows an SWP -
the lines indicating the orientation of the fast optical axis of each 2.5 wave plate - and
the resulting focal intensity distributions of the STED beam and the excitation beam,
respectively. This enables joint transmission of the two beams through the SWP.
Thus a single mode �ber can be employed for stable di�raction limited overlaying of
the laser beams.

manipulation, e.g. by coupling them into a single mode �ber (SMF). This enables
stable co-alignment of the two beams on a di�raction-limit scale. After overlaying
the beams they can both pass through the SWP, where the STED doughnut phase
pattern is generated, while the excitation beam maintains its gaussian shape. The
SWP can then be placed in a conjugate plane of the back focal plane of the ob-
jective lens which is close to the objective lens itself. Placing it directly behind
the objective lens, close to its pupil, avoids relay optics further down the beam
path. This enhances compactness and stability of the optical system even more,
enabling virtually alignment free STED nanoscopes [44].
A further di�erence between VPP and SWP implementations concerns the sensi-
tivity to wavelength and polarization, which can a�ect the quality of the intensity
zero. A high quality zero is crucial for a high resolution. If the ratio I(r = 0)/Imax
is larger than about one percent severe signal loss at the doughnut center is the
result. The wavelength of a VPP shaped STED beam can lie within a spectral
range of up to 20nm, without signi�cant deterioration of the doughnut zero. The
polarization, in contrast, has to be very clean and must be of only one circular
orientation. A doughnut produced by an SWP , on the other hand, has to have a
wavelength di�ering no more than 3 - 5nm from the design wavelength, while any
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polarization is acceptable [45]. As a consequence, a certain STED laser requires a
specially manufactured SWP. Furthermore, of a linearly polarized laser type, the
beams of two identical units can be merged if they are arranged such that their
polarizations are crossed. This provides a simple way to double the STED laser
power. Such an easySTED setup will be presented in chapter 4 .

2.4 Time Gated STED

In addition to the patterning of the STED beam, the temporal sequence of the laser
pulses and their respective lengths play a major role for the performance of a STED
setup. There are mainly two time constants which determine STED laser timing.
One is the relaxation constant of the vibronic states τvib = k−1

vib, which is on the
order of ps, the other is the �uorescence lifetime τs = k−1

s , which for organic dyes is
typically τs ≈ 2 - 3ns. Processes taking place in the system have to be considered
on these timescales. For STED the existence of the vibronic substructure is crucial
in order to make the dye immune to excitation by the STED laser. If the rate at
which excitation by the STED laser takes place k∗st(ISTED) > kvib, the process can
still play a role, though. This would require immense Imax � 109W/cm2 and has
not been reported to be an issue, unless fs laser pulses are used [46]. It will be
neglected in the following considerations. Given a (rectangle) STED laser pulse
of duration τp, the population of the S1 state, N , and the number of subsequently
spontaneously emitted photons, n, can be found by solving the rate equations [47]

dN

dt
=

{
−ksN − kstN, 0 < t ≤ τp

−ksN, τp < t.
(2.13)

dn

dt
= ksN(t) (2.14)

This shows that the STED shortens the e�ective lifetime of S1. In the following
treatment it will be assumed, that the population N0 = N(t = 0) was instanta-
neously established. In the experiment this is approximately ful�lled by employing
an excitation laser with τ exp � τs, typical excitation lasers have pulse lengths is in
the range of 50ps - 100ps (see chapter 4). To �nd an expression for n(t), (2.14)
can be integrated directly. With some foresight to time gating this will be done
starting at time tg until the end of the pulse period T = 1/νL.

n(tg, T ) = ks

∫ T

tg

N(t) (2.15)

=

N0

(
kst
kt
e−ktτp +

ks
kt
e−kttg − e−(ksT+kstτp)

)
, 0 < tg ≤ τp,

N0 e
−kstτp

(
e−kstg − e−ksT

)
, τp < tg,
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Figure 2.6.: Simulation of time gated detection. These simulations are based on
(2.16), the pulse energy Ep is constant for all cases. a) pulse width τp = 1ns,
detection gate delay, tg, is variable. The dashed line gives the optimum case of
τp � τs (�uorescence lifetime) and tg = 0. For the other curves tg is 0, 0.7ns, 1.4ns,
2.1ns, 2.8ns and 3.6ns (blue to orange). Note the exponential signal loss with larger
tg. The di�erence to the width of the ideal case is only obvious for tg = 0, for larger
values the di�erence vanishes, as can also be seen in c). b) tg = 1ns, τp is 0.1ns,
3ns, 4.5ns and 6ns (blue to green). The dotted line gives the confocal PSF. c) and
d) Interplay of gating and pulse width, and their e�ect on ∆x. It is important to
notice that according to this treatment the optimum resolution for a certain Ep can
always be recovered, irrespective of the STED pulse length. This is only possible, of
course, at the cost of signal loss.

where, for brevity, kt = ks + kst was introduced as the total decay rate. The laser
repetition rate νL is ideally chosen such, that all excited molecules emit within one
laser cycle, i.e. ksT � 1. Although these expressions were derived for an ensemble
of �uorophores, they will also hold true for a single molecule when averaging over
many laser cycles. Consequently, the signal after starting detection at tg amounts
to

n(tg) =

N0

(
kst
kt
e−ktτp +

ks
kt
e−kttg

)
, 0 < tg < τp

N0 e
−kstτpe−kstg , τp ≤ tg.

(2.16)

From this relation, the requirements for the pulse timing and the possibilities of
time gating can be derived. It is important to remember that according to (2.7)
kst depends on the STED laser intensity I(x, y) which, in turn, has a spatial
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dependence. Consequently, where kst contributes notably to one of the above
equations, a spatial dependence is introduced to the temporal photon emission
characteristics, as well. First, consider the case of τp � τs. Only the second case
of (2.16) has to be considered then. Thus, the spatial signal distribution is �xed
by kstτp, and does not depend on tg. This is the ideal case for STED, for which
tg = 0 can be chosen without any trade-o�. All photons arriving at the detector
are collected.
If, on the other hand, τp is of a similar order as τs, the �rst case has to be considered
as well. Then the signal contains photons, which are emitted from regions where
I > Isat while the STED laser beam is on. One can consider these photons as a
di�raction limited, thus undesired, contribution to the total signal. That is why
it becomes interesting not to detect all photons arriving at the detector. This can
be done by the help of the time gate de�ned in (2.16), between tg and the next
excitation pulse. The e�ect of using such a detection time gate is shown in �gure
2.6. It illustrates that if tg = τp the optimum resolution can be recovered, which
can also be seen from equation (2.16), since that means only applying the second
case. The graphics imply that if time gated detection is employed, the obtainable
resolution only depends on the pulse energy of the laser, and not on the pulse
length. A drawback of the time gated mode is that not only unwanted photons
are �ltered out of the signal. Since the desired signal decays with τs, STED
pulse lengths shorter than τs are still favorable. If by stretching the pulses the
pulse energy is increased, thus enabling higher resolutions, a compromise between
photon yield and gating has to be found.
So far time gating has mainly been used in combination with CW STED, meaning
that a continuous wave STED laser was utilized [48�50]. This corresponds to
the extreme case of τp = τs, therefore it is clear that resolution and contrast can
pro�t considerably from time gated detection. Since lasers have come up which
feature pulses with τp ≈ 1ns, however, gating has also become popular for pulsed
STED [17].

2.5 Lasers in STED Nanoscopy

In the previous sections state of the art developments for optics and signal capture
in STED nanoscopy have been introduced. This section discusses the role of lasers
for STED and gives examples for commonly used lasers. Data will be quoted
concerning the requirements for excitation lasers and STED lasers, respectively.
It will be used as benchmark in the following chapters, which has to be ful�lled
or approached by semiconductor lasers to promise proper performance in a STED
nanoscope. Only pulsed lasers are considered.
Important laser parameters for STED are the wavelength λ and the bandwidth ∆λ;
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the state of polarization; the beam quality, measured as M2; the pulse repetition
rate νL; the pulse energy Ep and the pulse width τp. So far for the quantitative
physical characterization. Besides that practical considerations e.g. reliability or
expense of a laser are important issues, and will be a matter of discussion.
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the performance of a STED nanoscope is
crucially dependent on the combination of lasers and �uorophores. Consequently,
the consideration of lasers only is not complete and the numbers quoted later on
are related to popular well suited �uorophores.

2.5.1 The Excitation Laser

The availability of excitation lasers is barely a problem for STED. This is due
to the fact, that the same lasers which are used for confocal microscopy or other
�uorescence applications like �uorescence lifetime imaging and spectroscopy, can
be employed. Most of their parameters are determined by the target �uorophores.
The wavelength should be close to the dye's absorption maximum. Since typical
dye spectra have widths of several 10nm the exact λ and ∆λ are not critical
parameters. To be able to excite molecules of arbitrary dipole orientation, both
polarization states have to be present in the excitation volume. This is mostly
accomplished by generating circularly polarized light from a linearly polarized
laser beam. The repetition period T = 1/νL has to be at least a few multiples of
the �uorescence lifetime in order to make use of lifetime e�ects, like time gated
detection. At the same time νL is ideally not more one order of magnitude lower
than this maximum value to ensure fast photon collecting. The excitation pulse
energy is given by the extinction ratio of the dye, typically it is in the pJ range.
Favorably the pulse width is very short in comparison to τs, as explained in 2.4.
In order to guarantee di�raction limited focusing M2 ≈ 1 is required, as emitted
by spatial single mode (SM) lasers. Popular lasers ful�lling these requirements are
gain switched laser diodes. In that sense semiconductor lasers are already present
in STED microscopy. As far as semiconductor lasers for excitation are concerned,
one issue remains: So far there are no laser diodes emitting between 525nm and
625nm, an important excitation wavelength regime for red emitting dyes. This is
often referred to as the green-yellow gap (GY-gap). For this wavelength region the
utilization of e.g. white light �ber lasers is necessary. Precise numbers of the laser
requirements and an exemplary excitation laser are quoted in table 2.1.

2.5.2 The STED Laser

Some of the requirements for a STED laser are similar or identical to those for the
excitation laser. The repetition rate, has to be the same, of course, since a �xed
relative timing of the two lasers at each pulse is required. The beam quality has to
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Exc. Laser STED Laser

Ideal Laser Diode Ideal Ti:Sa

λ 630 - 640 635 760 - 780 750 nm

νL 10 - 100 1-80 10 - 100 80 MHz

τp < 0.15 0.07 0.2 - 1.5 0.0002 ns

Ep > 0.005 0.05 > 5 5 nJ

Table 2.1.: Laser requirements for STED. The values for the wavelength are speci�ed
for infrared dyes similar to STAR635P. Examples are given of widely used lasers for
excitation and STED, respectively [51�53]. Note that the Ti:Sa laser features suitable
values except for the pulse length which makes pulse stretching necessary.

be equally good for the both lasers. This requirement is even more strict for the
STED laser, since the STED pattern generation requires minimum deformation of
the wavefront.

Polarization

Like for the excitation, laser both polarization components of the STED laser are
desired in the focus, in order to be able to switch o� molecules of arbitrary dipole
orientation [45]. Therefore, mostly circularly polarized light is used. Depending on
the doughnut generation method, however, the demands on the degree of polariza-
tion di�er, cf. 2.3. The vortex phase plate is polarization sensitive and works with
only one circular polarization. An easySTED SWP in contrast is not sensitive to
polarization such that any polarization can be utilized.

Wavelength Properties

The central wavelength of the STED laser has to be positioned on the red slope
of the �uorophore emission spectrum. A compromise has to be found. Choosing
a wavelength in the far red decreases the stimulated emission cross section, σ(λ),
while approaching the emission maximum bears the risk of re-excitation by the
STED laser.
The bandwith, contrary to the polarization, is more critical when an easySTED
SWP is used. As indicated in 2.3, then the maximum ∆λ is about 5nm, whereas
a VPP is very bandwidth tolerant.

Pulse Properties

The requirements concerning the pulse length τp of the STED laser have been
discussed in 2.4. There is no strict upper limit for τp. Nonetheless the analysis has
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shown that extending the pulse length beyond the �uorescence lifetime τs, only
improves resolution at the cost of of signal, i.e. contrast. Therefore, here τs is used
as upper pulse length limit. Unlike the excitation pulse, the STED pulse width
has a lower limit, as was also discussed in 2.4 . It is on the order of τp ≈ 1ps [46].
The essential parameter of the STED laser is the pulse energy, since it determines
the resolution achieved by STED. According to equation (2.10), the resolution
enhancement ξ can be approximated as

ξ =
∆x(conf)

∆x(STED)
≈
√

Ep
Esat

. (2.17)

The saturation intensity can be evaluated with the approximation for the doughnut
shape, since then A = e πa2/5. Inserting this into equation (2.11) yields

Esat ≈ 1.18
hν

σst(λ)

(
λ

NA

)2

= 1.18
hc

σst(λ)

λ

NA2
. (2.18)

For λ = 660nm, NA = 1.4 and σ(λ) = 0.5 · 10−16cm2, which is typical for organic
dyes, and a desired resolution enhancement of ξ = 5, relation (2.17) yields a pulse
energy of about Ep = 0.5nJ , which has to be delivered into the focus. Depending
on the complexity of the optical setup between laser source and objective lens, the
losses can amount to 70% or more. The actually emitted pulsed energy has to be
accordingly higher. Table 2.1 sums up the essential laser requirements for STED
nanoscopy.
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3Pulsed Semiconductor
Lasers and Laser Amplifiers

In the �rst days of its existence, more than �fty years ago, the laser was regarded a
solution without a problem [54]. Even if such comments were not entirely serious,
they show that at that time the potential of lasers was not fully conceived. As
a matter of fact, applications for which lasers could be used emerged very soon.
Nowadays lasers are almost ubiquitous in research, industry and every day life,
and the range of applications is constantly being expanded. Accordingly, world
wide laser revenues amount to billions of dollars each year, half of which is covered
by laser diodes (LDs) [55].
In order for semiconductor (SC) lasers to become this successful several techni-
cal challenges had to be tackled. It had been conceived in the late 1950s, that
certain semiconductors are suitable laser media [56, 57]. Consequently, only two
years after lasing had �rst been demonstrated at optical frequencies [58], the �rst
successful operation of a semiconductor laser was published [59, 60]. These �rst
diode lasers, however, struggled with high threshold currents, so that they only
worked in pulsed mode and at liquid nitrogen temperatures. The development
of semiconductor heterostructures providing charge carrier con�nement to a small
volume marked a major step towards LDs as mass product. Re�nement of this
technology lead to the current standard of quantum well laser diodes and quantum
dot lasers [57].
With their increasing maturity, diode lasers had fundamental in�uence on several
branches. Telecommunication, for example, was revolutionized by the availability
of both, laser diodes and glass �bers as optical transmission lines [61]. This was
also a motivation for the development of semiconductor optical ampli�ers (SOAs)
since they could serve as bu�ers in long transmission lines [62]. Near-infrared LDs,
red LDs and �nally blue LDs paved the way of compact optical data storage with
increasing capacities [63]. The remaining challenge by now is the development of
green-yellow LDs, promising e.g. highly compact and e�cient laser projectors and
other display applications. The huge e�orts involved in this sequence of techno-
logical innovations were driven by the promise of a light source with extraordinary
properties. LDs combine small size, high e�ciency, high reliability and fast mod-
ulation response to name but a few of these properties.
For the same reasons diode lasers became attractive scienti�c tools. Especially
in the �elds of spectroscopy and �uorescence imaging laser diodes are irreplace-
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able [64, 65]. In these applications, the laser diode, often tuned to a distinct
operating frequency, induces atomic or molecular transitions. In �uorescence mi-
croscopy diode lasers are used exactly in this way. There, especially the spatial
single mode (SM) emission and the high frequeny modulation capability are im-
portant features, as described in chapter 2 .
The aim of this work was to explore the potential of semiconductor lasers for STED
nanoscopy. Since laser diodes have already been established as excitation lasers,
emphasis will be put on semiconductor STED lasers. If high performance semicon-
ductor STED lasers were available, their advantageous features mentioned above
could greatly enhance the availability of STED nanoscopy in life science research.
After a short introduction of di�erent semiconductor types (section 3.1), this chap-
ter includes an analysis of the pulsing properties of Fabry-Pérot (FP) LDs in 3.2.
In section 3.3 a semiconductor master oscillator power ampli�er (MOPA) system
will be presented which delivers powerful ns pulses. In addition to this analysis of
STED lasers, section 3.4 presents a novel type of semiconductor excitation laser,
which bridges the green-yellow gap.

3.1 SC Laser Types & Pulsing

y

y

z

z

x

x

FP BAL TL / TADFB

n

n
n

Figure 3.1.: Laser Diode types. On the left a semiconductor chip is depicted (not
to scale). The gold layer on top is the metallization for current injection. The
architecture of the index of refraction, n, within the active layer forms a waveguide
in x and y and determines the emission properties of longitudinal and lateral mode.
Tight con�nement in x in Fabry-Pérot (FP) and distributed feedback (DFB) diodes
results in lateral single mode emission. A grating along z can be implemented to
select a distinct longitudinal mode, as in DFB laser diodes. A broad area laser
(BAL) has none of this, instead it features a wide active layer for high gain and high
output powers. The tapered laser (TL) design enables both, single mode operation
and high powers, cf. 3.3 .

Depending on the targeted application a laser needs to meet distinct requirements.
Accordingly, during the evolution of laser diodes a variety of di�erent LD types has
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come up [23]. For microscopy the smallest possible foci are required, demanding
for spatially single mode (SM) lasers. Semiconductor lasers can be manufactured
with an implemented waveguide in or close to the active region in order to fea-
ture a single mode beam pro�le, i.e. emission in the TEM00 mode [66]. If, on the
other hand, the beam pro�le is less important and high laser powers are needed,
LDs with a wide emitting facet, so-called broad area laser (BAL), may be em-
ployed (cf. �gure 3.1). The laser diodes which emit a TEM00 beam can further be
distinguished according to their longitudinal mode characteristics, i.e. their band-
width, ∆λ. The simplest SM diode lasers are Fabry-Pérot lasers. Their cleaved
facets form the laser cavity, mostly admitting several longitudinal laser modes.
To narrow the linewidth of the emission, laser diodes have been developed which
include a grating in their active structure. The grating period is much smaller
than the cavity length, such that the free spectral range becomes larger than the
gain bandwidth and only one lasing mode is allowed. Depending on the exact
implementation these lasers are called distributed feedback (DFB) or distributed
Bragg re�ector (DBR) diode lasers [23].

BAL FP DFB

P > 1000 1-500 1-500 mWC
W

∆λ > 1 > 1 < 0.001 nm

mode-locked Q-switched gain-switched

τp < 10 10-80 10-500 ps

Pu
lse

d

νL > 1000 1-100 1-100 MHz

Table 3.1.: Laser diode characteristics power, P , spectral width ∆λ, pulse length τp
and typical repetition rates νL. The pusling parameters are similar for the di�erent
laser types, at least in the limits which are given here [68�71].

Independent of the laser type, generally there are three manners of how to operate
a laser in pulsed mode: Q-switching, mode-locking and gain switching [30]. In
Q-switching the cavity quality factor (Q-factor) is modulated actively or passively.
During the low Q-factor phase inversion of the population of states in the gain
medium can be established. When the Q-factor is then switched to a high value,
stimulated emission sets in due to the cavity feedback and the accumulated pop-
ulation inversion discharges in a single pulse. Mode-locking couples the di�erent
longitudinal laser modes with a �xed phase relation. This way, a pulse is synthe-
sized inside the cavity and at each roundtrip some of the light is coupled out of
the cavity as a laser pulse. Gain switching, which will be a matter of discussion
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in the course of this chapter, relies on a modulation of the pumping, such that
the lasing condition is only ful�lled during a short period of time. Semiconductor
lasers can be operated in all three modes [67]. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the
typical parameters of di�erent LD types in di�erent operational modes.

3.2 Pulsed FP Laser Diodes

Fabry-Pérot laser diodes are among the most popular laser sources which is un-
doubtedly owed to their properties regarding size, emission control, cost and relia-
bility. This section aims for an analysis of FP LD in an operational mode suited to
serve for STED nanoscopy. For this purpose a theoretical fundament for LD dy-
namics will be presented in 3.2.1, on the base of which simulations were performed
as presented in 3.2.2 . The results of these simulations will be considered when the
experimental �ndings of 3.2.3 are interpreted. Furthermore the theoretical and
experimental results of this section will provide a background for the discussion of
semiconductor ampli�ers in the next section.

3.2.1 The Rate Equations of LDs

The two level rate equations were chosen as theoretical approach to describe semi-
conductor laser emission [72]. It is a phenomenological approach to modeling laser
diodes and the most basic theory which is able to treat LD dynamics. Conse-
quently, a number of material properties or physical e�ects are not taken into
account. There are more elaborate theories, up to those giving a full quantum
mechanical description of light matter interaction in the material [73�76]. These
methods give more insight into spectral and geometric characteristics of the LD
emission dynamics. The dynamics of the output power, i.e. the temporal pulse
shape, in contrast, are modeled adequately by the rate equation approach [77].
A detailed discussion of the theory of the LD rate equations can be found in the
literature [78�80]. The following description was adapted from [81, 82]. In order
to analyze semiconductor emission dynamics, the rate equations for the carrier
concentration N and the photon number S within the active zone of the semicon-
ductor are considered. The laser diode output power P is directly proportional to
S.

dN

dt
= −g(N)S −N

τn
+
ηII

e · V
(3.1)

dS

dt
= Γg(N)S +Γβ

N

τn
−S
τc

(3.2)
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P =
V ηhc

Γτcλ
· S (3.3)

The positive contribution in (3.1) is the pumping term, which is given by the
injected current ηII normalized by the active volume V and the elementary charge.
The gain term g(N)S appears in both rate equations. It describes the interaction
of photons with carriers by stimulated emission. Various forms of this term have
been discussed [82�84]. In order to take into account nonlinearities at high S the
following variant was chosen:

g(N)S → g0 (N −N0) ·
S

1 + εS
, (3.4)

with the gain coe�cient g0, the transparency carrier density N0 and the phe-
nomenological gain compression factor ε. The other term appearing in both rate
equations accounts for spontaneous radiative carrier recombination with the carrier
lifetime τn. Since only a part of these photons are emitted into the lasing mode, a
scaling factor β is introduced in (3.2). In the photon rate equation both, gain and
spontaneous emission, are scaled by the optical con�nement factor Γ. This factor
gives the fraction of the mode energy contained in the waveguide. Finally, (3.2)
features a term describing the photon losses due to light outcoupling and internal
losses. These are summed up in an e�ective intra-cavity photon lifetime τc. For
full parameter reference, refer to table 3.2 .
As already indicated, this theoretical approach makes some assumptions. For ex-
ample, the gain and current is distributed homogeneously over the whole cavity,
neglecting dynamics faster than the cavity round trip time. Furthermore e�ects at-
tributed to fast carrier dynamics are not considered, which is especially important
at high output powers [85]. Similarly, the presented equations do not account for
the longitudinal multimode emission of a FP laser diode. Dynamics resulting from
interaction between the semiconductor and di�erent laser modes can therefore not
be considered [86,87].

3.2.2 LD Simulations

The continuous wave (CW) characteristics of LDs described by equations (3.1) and
(3.2) can be found by solving the respective steady state equations numerically for
di�erent currents. In order to perform simulations the parameters contained in
the rate equations had to be obtained. They were partially taken from litera-
ture, while some were chosen such that CW speci�cations of the simulated device
(HL6545MG, Oclaro Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) were obtained from the steady state
simulation (see section A.1). The used parameters are summarized in table 3.2 .
In the next step the dynamic response to current pulses injected into the laser
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Figure 3.2.: Simulated Pulses of 660nm LD. The dotted line is the current ([a.u.])
pulse normalized to the largest pulse. Note the close correspondence between the
two pulse shapes, the shift in time amounts just to the lifetime of the photons in the
cavity. Each laser pulse was generated by a current pulse with maximum current as
speci�ed in the legend, where the resulting pulse energies can also be found.

diode was simulated. To this end the rate equations (3.1) and (3.2) were solved
numerically for the time intervall of one current pulse. The current pulse was ar-
bitrarily chosen to have a Gaussian shape. Figure 3.2 shows simulated laser pulses
generated by injection of these current pulses with di�erent maximum currents.
For low currents the characteristic gain switch peak is observed the exact width of
which depends on cavity properties. It is, however, much shorter than the current
pulse since lasing conditions are only ful�lled for a short time. Up to that time
carriers have accumulated in the active volume. The gain switch peak is the sud-
den discharge of this accumulation. For a direct current (DC) supply signal, the
peak would relax in a few oscillations to the steady state output power. In gain
switched mode, these oscillations are suppressed by stopping the current pulse,
though. For higher peak currents the lasing condition is not only ful�lled during
the initial spike, such that longer laser pulses are formed. Increasing the cur-
rent reveals that the laser pulse shape closely follows the electrical current pulse.
Consequently, a laser driver generating current pulses of duration τI ≈ 1ns and
variable peak currents Ipeak can operate the diode in two modes with a smooth
transition between the two. The FP diodes can then deliver either gain switched
laser pulses with a duration τp � τI and pulse energies of a few ten pJ if driven
at low currents. Current pulses with Ipeak ≈ 1A, on the other hand, generate laser
pulses with τp ≈ τI and pulse energies in the nJ range.

3.2.3 Characterization of Pulsed FP Laser Diodes

The di�erent requirements for excitation and STED lasers in a STED nanoscope
have been discussed in section 2.5 . While the excitation laser should feature
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Parameters for LD Simulation

λ = 660nm wavelength
g0 = 1.5 · 10−12m3s−1 gain coe�cient
N0 = 2.3 · 1024m−3 transparency carrier density
τn = 0.9ns carrier lifetime
ε = 8 · 1022m3 gain compression factor
V = 140µm3 volume of the active layer
Γ = 0.4 optical con�nement factor
ηI = 0.9 current injection e�ciency
β = 4 · 10−4 radiative coupling coe�cient
τc = 9ps intra-cavity photon lifetime
η = 0.61 extraction e�ciency per facet

Table 3.2.: Parameters utilized in the LD simulations. N0 and η were extracted
from a �t to the CW speci�ed values of the laser diode. τc was calculated approx-
imately from the cavity properties (see section A.1). All other values were taken
from literature [81,82,88].

pulses with τp ≈ 100ps, the STED laser is required to deliver high pulse energies
in ns pulses. The results of the previous subsection suggest that FP laser diodes
can be operated to deliver either short and weak pulses or powerful pulses with a
longer pulse duration. Fortunately, as a consequence of LD physics and design, the
transition happens to occur for pulse durations ranging from ps to ns, which are
desirable timescales for STED lasers. This section presents experiments in which
LD pulsing characteristics were examined and a maximization of the achieved pulse
energy was pursued.
As LD driver an electronic circuitry was developed which generates current pulses
of about 2ns length. The main component is a high-frequency power metal-
oxide-semiconductor �eld-e�ect transistor (MOSFET) (D2219UK, Semelab Lim-
ited, Lutterworth, UK). It receives a switching signal at its gate, turning on the
current. The circuitry contains a network which generates the switching pulses
from a trigger signal (e.g. transistor-transistor logic (TTL)). This trigger is able to
induce laser pulsing at arbitrary rates νL between 0 and = 50MHz. A printed cir-
cuit board (PCB) was designed for the electronics on which leads were kept short
in order to minimize parasite capacities and inductances. For the same purpose
the laser diode was soldered directly to this PCB. The peak current could be varied
by changing the voltage supplying the main transistor. This way the transition
from short pulse mode into strong pulse mode can be achieved. The laser beam
was collimated by an aspherical lens. Temporal laser pulse shapes were measured
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by coupling this beam to a 20GHz photodiode (UltraFast-20-SM, A.L.S. GmbH,
Berlin, Germany). The signal was recorded by a 12GHz bandwidth sampling os-
cilloscope (PicoScope 9201A, Pico Technology, St Neots, UK).
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Figure 3.3.: 660nm FP LD pulses. Graphic b) shows the highest peak power achieved
from this diode type. The pulses shown in a) can be generated on a regular basis.
The series illustrates the transition from short gain-switch pulses to strong pulses.
From comparison to the simulations (cf. �gure 3.2) it can be concluded that the
injected current pulse is probably shaped like the dotted curve.

Several laser diodes were tested. The presented results concentrate on what was ob-
tained from a FP laser diode with a central wavelength of λ = 660nm (HL6545MG,
Oclaro), the parameters of which were also used for the simulations. Due to its
high CW output power it promised to be capable of delivering high pulse energies,
as required for STED. Nevertheless, the general behavior is similar for all laser
diodes. Di�erences are observed in numbers only, e.g. the exact width of the gain
switch peak and possible peak powers. Figure 3.3 a) shows a series of pulses with
increasing driving currents. At the lowest current only the gain switch peak forms
the laser pulse. At higher currents a second peak emerges, much broader than the
gain switch peak. This overdriven peak is �rst a shoulder to the gain switch peak
but �nally attains a higher peak power than the latter. Peak powers amount to
Pp = 0.7W , while the maximum achieved pulse energy in this case was Ep = 1.5nJ
with τp = 2ns (FWHM). The current values stated in the legend are approximate
values. They were estimated by

Ipeak ≈
Ī

τpνL
. (3.5)

These pulse parameters were obtained reproducibly on a regular basis. A general
observation in these experiments was that LD pulses are both, more powerful and
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longer if higher currents are applied, while just extending the pulse duration could
also be achieved by injecting longer current pulses. In this behavior and also in
their approximate output powers the measured pulses agree very well with the
simulations.
In order to generate stronger current pulses, thus maximizing the pulse energy,
the circuitry was changed slightly and a more �exible trigger signal source was
installed. Figure 3.3 b) shows the result of the respective measurement. The max-
imum peak energy obtained this way was Ep = 2.3nJ with τp = 1.7ns. Operating
the driver under these circumstances proved to be sensitive to external in�uence.
Additionally such laser pulses could not be reproduced by using an FPGA trigger
source, as desired for the STED measurements (cf. 4.1.2). By comparison to the
simulations in the preceding subsection it becomes clear, that the peak after the
gain switch peak corresponds to the pulse shape of the injected current. Therefore
the �gure also contains a Gaussian curve depicting the probable underlying current
pulse. This current pulse was scaled by distributing the charge per pulse into the
gaussian curve.
In summary, pulses from Fabry-Pérot lasers were generated which ful�ll the re-
quirements for both, excitation laser and STED laser. This is a main prerequisite
for setting up all-semiconductor STED laser systems. The results indicate that
more powerful current drivers would enable pulse energies beyond those presented
here.

3.3 A Pulsed Tapered Amplifier System

A tapered laser (TL) is a laser diode with a distinct geometry of the active layer,
cf. �gure 3.1 [89]. It comprises two sections. Similar to a Fabry-Pérot diode the
rear section of a TL forms a ridge waveguide (RW). This is followed by the ta-
pered section, the width of which starts at the waveguide width and grows up to
the emitting facet of the TL. The emission width is up to 70 times wider than
the waveguide [90]. The large width of the active region, as compared to the
RW, enables higher gain per length and the wide emitting facet is less prone to
catastrophic optical damage (COD), due to lower intensities. At the same time,
the taper angle is chosen such that it does not perturb the single lateral mode
emerging from the RW section. This way a large fraction of the TL output is con-
centrated in the fundamental lateral mode, TEM00 [91]. Most often, these devices
are not used as tapered lasers, but rather as tapered ampli�ers (TA), as a special
type of semiconductor optical ampli�er (SOA) [92�95]. The di�erence is made by
anti-re�ection coating of the facets, inhibiting cavity e�ects. A TA can amplify a
so-called seed laser beam, which is coupled into its waveguide, with a gain of over
20dB in a single passage, yielding output powers on the Watt level [96].
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With the aim of increasing pulse peak powers in semiconductor lasers above the
level reached with FP laser diodes, a ns-pulsed all semiconductor MOPA laser sys-
tem was set up. As power ampli�er a tapered ampli�er (TA) was utilized which is
designed for the ampli�cation of CW light by injecting unmodulated current into
the device. The more suitable operational mode for STED is to seed the ampli�er
with pulses from a gain switched laser diode. In that case there are two options
for MOPA operation. First, the ampli�er can be driven with a constant current,
as speci�ed (pulsed-DC mode). The second possibility is to drive it with a pulsed
current, which has to be synchronized with the seed pulses (pulsed-pulsed mode).
Finally, pulsing the TA current, a third mode of pulsed operation emerges. If the
seed emits CW light but the ampli�er is driven with a current pulse, the output
signal is determined by the temporal shape of the ampli�er current.
This section gives a description and a characterization of the implemented TA
laser system. Concerning the chosen parameters, especially the pulse width τp,
it should be kept in mind that the aim of constructing this laser system was to
generate laser pulses tailored for STED nanoscopy. First of all, however, recent
work regarding pulsed TA operation shall be reviewed.

3.3.1 Pulsed TA State of the Art

The idea of amplifying not only CW light with TAs has been around for two
decades already and several studies, both, theoretical and experimental, have cov-
ered the topic [97�100]. In recent years, partially while the work for this thesis
was carried out, a number of publications have addressed methods and technologies
required for sub-nanosecond pulsed emission from tapered semiconductor devices
in more detail. A �rst approach was to generate picosecond pulses in pulsed-DC
mode for second harmonic generation (SHG) [101, 102]. Already then, possibili-
ties of integrating the optical setup were discussed. This idea was pursued in a
series of publications about multi-section semiconductor lasers mounted on a mi-
crobench [70, 103, 104]. These devices featured an increasing integration of optics
and electronics and growing pulse peak powers, up to 65W . The main motivation
for the electro-optical integration was not mere compactness but rather e�cient
high frequency signal transduction. Consequently this integration enabled the gen-
eration of current pulses with peak currents of Ipeak = 20A and a duration as short
as τI = 2ns [105]. The laser pulse properties quoted in these studies amount to
widths of τp = 35ps - 120ps and pulse energies up to Ep = 4.2nJ .
Simultaneously research was carried out to expand the range of possible devices.
New taper geometries were proposed and analyzed [106�109]. The possibilities
o�ered by tapered lasers have also gained in importance, especially those devices
with a grating in the RW section, as in DFB lasers [75,110�113].
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3.3.2 Laser Set Up

BoosTA ModuleSeed

Trigger Trigger

Optical
Isolator

Bandpass
Filter

TEC

λ/2-
plate

Figure 3.4.: Schematic drawing of the TA system. Both seed laser and TA module
are actively temperature controlled by a thermoelectric cooler (TEC). For the case
of the seed this control is used to tune the emitting wavelength. The pulsed current
supply was not included in the commercial TA module, it is home-built, just as that
of the seed diode.

The setup of the tapered ampli�er system is schematically depicted in �gure 3.4 .
The key component is a commercial tapered ampli�er module (BoosTA, TOPTICA
Photonics AG, Munich, Germany) with a central wavelength of the gain spectrum
of λ = 767nm. It comprises the semicondutor chip itself, active temperature con-
trol and DC supply electronics. Furthermore the module houses incoupling optics
for the seed, and collimation optics for the output, yielding a slightly elliptical out-
put beam pro�le. As the source of the seed light a FP laser diode with a central
wavelength of 760nm (FIDL-30S-760, Frankfurt Laser Company, Friedrichsdorf,
Germany) was installed1. This diode was driven by gain switch electronics, cf.
3.2. Additionally it was equipped with collimation optics. A thermoelectric cooler
(TEC) element was attached to the mounting mechanics in order to tune the emis-
sion wavelength of the seed to the ampli�er gain maximum by temperature change.
An electrical current injected into the TA leads to light emission from both, rear
and front facet, the so-called ampli�ed spontaneous emission (ASE)2. The emission
from the rear facet can act as seed if re�ected at the surface of another optical

1Two di�erent diodes were employed as seed source. The second is FIDL-30S-770, with λ =
770nm. Both diodes were tuned to λ = 767nm by adjusting the temperature.

2ASE is generated by simulated emission, it is not laser emission, though. A spontaneously
emitted photon is ampli�ed during propagation through the TA, since it cannot be re�ected
from cavity mirrors, lasing does not set in.
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component. In fact, even the remaining re�ection from the collimation optics of
the seed diode proved to be su�cient to show this e�ect. In order to suppress
the resulting external self-seeding, two di�erent approaches turned out to be func-
tional. The �rst and very common approach was to place an optical isolator (OI)
(IO-3-780-HP, Thorlabs Inc, Newton, New Jersey, USA) in the seed beam path.
This element only transmits light traveling in one direction, while light traveling
antiparallely is �ltered out of the beam path. It relies on the rotation of the polar-
ization of the transmitted light by di�erent mechanisms [30]. The other method to
suppress self-seeding relies on the fact that the emission from the TA is spectrally
broader than the seed light. Whereas the latter has a linewidth of about 1.5nm
(FWHM), the TA ASE spectrum has a width of about 15nm (FWHM)(ref). Plac-
ing a narrow bandpass �lter (LL01-785-12.5, ∆λ = 3nm, Semrock Inc., Rochester,
NY, USA) between the seed and the TA de�ects most of the TA's backward trav-
eling emission out of the seed beam path. Both, seed diode and back traveling
TA beam showed an elliptic beam pro�le. For optimum seed coupling into the
ampli�er the seed diode was rotated about the beam axis until the long ellipse
axes matched. Due to the polarization rotation in the isolator and by beam pro�le
matching the polarization of the seed beam did not match the TA polarization.
This can be compensated by placing a λ/2- plate between seed and ampli�er, thus
taking into account the polarization dependent ampli�cation.
The output beam of the TA system was coupled into a single mode polarization
maintaining �ber. The �ber coupling e�ciency η was measured as the ratio of
laser powers PCW at the �ber output and in front of the �ber.

η =
(PCW )fiber out
(PCW )fiber in

(3.6)

In CW mode η ≈ 50% was reached, indicating proper single mode operation of the
TA. In pulsed mode, the ASE is responsible for a large portion of the measured
TA power. Since ASE has a multimode beam pro�le it cannot be �ber coupled
e�ciently, which makes direct measurement of the �ber coupling e�ciency more
complicated. Therefore, in pulsed mode an approximate coupling e�ciency ηp was
considered in order to check the level of �ber coupling.

ηp =
(P̄S − P̄ASE)fiber out
(P̄S − P̄ASE)fiber in

, (3.7)

where P̄S and P̄ASE are the measured average powers with and without injected
seed light, respectively. This way only the single mode contribution induced by the
seed is included in the coupling e�ciency. For some of the measurements which are
presented in the next subsections only pulse energies measured at the �ber output
are stated. This has two reasons: First, just as for the �ber coupling e�ciency,
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the pulse energy which is contained within the fundamental lateral mode, and also
within the temporal shape of the seed pulse, can be speci�ed more precisely if the
ASE contribution is suppressed by �ber coupling. Second, the ultimately impor-
tant parameter for utilization in STED nanoscopy is the pulse energy carried by
a di�raction limited beam, as transmitted by a single mode �ber. Apart from the
laser power, and thereby the pulse energy, the temporal shape of the TA output is
of particular interest. Measuring the pulse shapes was performed in the same way
as described in section 3.2.

3.3.3 Pulsed - DC Operation

The electronics of the seed diode were tuned such that a pulse width of τp = 1.2ns
was emitted. The pulse energy of the seed diode behind the �lter and the isolator
was Eseed = 50pJ . Ampli�er currents of up to the manufacturer speci�ed maxi-
mum value of Imax = 2.2A were applied. The results are shown in �gure 3.5 . It
stands out that with increasing currents a growing fraction of the emission is due
to ASE. This is because the seed duty cycle is only 0.5% (νL = 5MHz) and the
lifetime of the pumped carriers is τn ≈ 2ns (cf. table 3.2). Therefore, most of the
time the TA behaves like in unseeded operation, showing an exponential current
characteristic of the ASE. Regarding the measured pulse shapes, one can observe
a change with increasing currents. During the �rst few hundred picoseconds a
peak emerges which is not present in the seed pulse. Before the seed pulse arrives
carriers have accumulated for about one τn. Consequently, the seed experiences
a higher gain than the corresponding CW gain at the respective current. After
the accumulated carriers have been depleted, the gain relaxes to the CW gain
for the rest of the pulse. Apparently, this e�ect becomes more pronounced with
increasing currents. The maximum pulse energy which was obtained behind the
�ber was Ep = 1.2nJ , after correcting for ASE contributions. Taking into account
the �ber coupling e�ciency this corresponds to a gain of 16.8dB which is above
the speci�ed value in CW mode. This can be explained by the described carrier
accumulation, while it also indicates proper coupling of the seed into the TA.
At this point there were two motivations to implement pulsing electronics for the
TA current. First, low seed duty cycles and high ASE contributions reduce the
overall e�ciency of the laser and unnecessarily generate background light in the
microscopy setup. Moreover, maximizing the laser pulse energy is desirable for
STED, as explained in 2.5 . So far, the TA pulse energy at a certain pulse length
was limited by the ampli�er current, which, in turn, had to be limited to the man-
ufacturer speci�ed Ipeak to avoid high carrier accumulation levels. For a high DC
current such a situation might lead to catastrophic optical damage (COD) at the
facets if lasing sets on accidentally. For the case of a ns current pulse, however,
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Figure 3.5.: Results of pulsed-DC mode. In a) the current characteristics are de-
picted. The low seed duty cycle explains the high ASE contribution, following an
exponential curve which is �tted by the blue line. The pulse shapes in b) feature a
deformation of the original seed pulse. An explanation can be found in the text.

high facet output powers can only last as long as the current pulse. According to
the so-called square-root law, the maximum power before COD occurrence scales
as Pth ∝ τ

−1/2
p . [114, 115]. That means ns TA pulses can possess substantially

higher peak powers than CW emission. Consequently, the TA can be driven at
currents well above the manufacturer speci�ed maximum value if ns current pulses
are applied.

3.3.4 Pulsed - Pulsed Operation

A circuitry generating nanosecond current pulses was developed. The main switch-
ing component is a MOSFET (D1202UK, Semelab), similar to the one used for
gain switching of the Fabry-Pérot LD. The Circuit was simulated with a SPICE
implementation (Altium Designer, Altium Limited, Sydney, Australia). The sim-
ulations indicated that currents of up to Ipeak = 8A in pulses as short as τI = 3ns
could be possible. It should be noted, that for these simulations a proper SPICE
model of the TA chip was not available. Also, parasitic properties of the PCB im-
plementation, e.g. lead inductances and capacities, were not taken into account.
Therefore, the actually obtained currents were not expected to be as high as in
the simulation.
Measuring the pulsed TA current is not a trivial task. This is mainly due to the
nonlinear impedance characteristic of the semiconductor chip and the high fre-
quencies involved. A similar method by which the current was determined was
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used and described before [105]. It relies on the generation of ASE due to the
injected current. For a current pulse, an ASE pulse is obtained, the pulseshape of
which can be recorded with the 20GHz photodiode, yielding a signal S(t) ∝ P (t).
Assuming a linear dependence PASE(t) ∝ I(t), with the help of the average current
Ī, rescaling the measured pulse shape is possible according to3

I(t) = Ī · S(t)

νL
∫ 1/νL
0

S(t)dt
. (3.8)

Figure 3.6 a) plots the output pulse energy vs. the peak current. The ASE can be
�tted by

P (I) = P0

(
e

I
Ith − 1

)
, (3.9)

corresponding to the output characteristic on an superluminescence diode, which
an unseeded TA is [30]. From this it is concluded that the approximation made
by P ∝ I is adequate to yield proper values for the current. According to this
evaluation a maximum current value of Imax = 5.3A was reached. As expected,
the circuitry cannot generate pulses as high as in the SPICE simulations. The
pulse length τI increases for increasing Ipeak, to reach a value of τI = 6ns for the
strongest current pulse.
Figure 3.6 shows the TA characteristics in pulsed-pulsed mode. The obtained
pulse energies amounted to Ep = 2.8nJ at the �ber output. The corresponding
pulse energy at the �ber input is Ep = 4.8nJ with a peak power of Ppeak = 7.5W .
The pulse shapes again feature the over-pronounced gain at the beginning of the
pulse. For a better understanding of the pulsed ampli�er and to get an idea of the
value of the TA system for STED nanoscopy, ASE contributions to the signal are
considered now.
In �gures 3.6 a) and b) the following observations can be made. Although the on-
time of the TA current is reduced dramatically as compared to pulsed-DC mode,
ASE bears a large portion of the total emission of the laser. For high pulsing
currents this is visible in the temporal pulse shapes. The peak of the ASE pulse
reaches a level of more than 10% of the actual laser pulse peak. The main pulse
induced by the seed, in contrast, does not grow at the same rate, as can also be
seen in �gure 3.6 a), where the di�erence of the totally emitted pulse energy and
ASE pulse energy is depicted. Whereas the ASE increases exponentially with TA
current, the ampli�er gain seems to increase proportionally with the current. This
suggests that the carriers provided by the pumping current are depleted by photons
which are spontaneously emitted in the TA itself, rather than by seed photons.

3If Ī is substituted by the average power P̄ the same method can be used to scale the power
axis of the measured pulse shapes, as is done throughout this thesis.
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Figure 3.6.: Results of the TA in pulsed-pulsed mode. The measurements of output
power and pulse shapes where performed in the same way as for the pulsed-DC
mode, results are shown in a) and b). The peak currents of the current pulses were
calculated with the help of the ASE pulse and d). In c) the dependence of the TA
output on the seed power for di�erent currents is depicted. Notably, the highest
current requires the least seed input to reach saturation.

This conclusion is supported by yet another observation. The λ/2-plate in the seed
beam path can be used to tune the seed power. Measuring the TA output power
in dependence of the seed power yields a saturation curve as shown in �gure 3.6
c). This behavior is observed in both, CW and pulsed mode. Saturation curves of
the type

Ep(Eseed) = E0
Eseed

E1/2 + Eseed
(3.10)

were �tted to the measured data to determine the saturation parameter E1/2. First
the seed power required to saturate ampli�cation increases with increasing TA cur-
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rent, since more carriers are available for stimulated emission. This behavior is
not observed when going to higher pulsed currents, as is shown in �gure 3.6 c). On
the contrary, the highest TA current requires the least seed power for saturation.
As indicated, a possible explanation is the competition for stimulation of emission
between photons of seed and ASE, respectively. In the following this phenomenon
is referred to as seed competition.

3.3.5 CW - Pulsed Operation
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Figure 3.7.: Results in CW-pulsed mode. Although peak powers do not exceed 2W ,
Ep = 17.3nJ could be obtained. The distribution of this energy into intervals of
1ns, 2ns and 6ns around the peak is shown in b), while the shaded regions in a)
mark the respective areas for the case of the strongest pulse.

The third possibility to obtain pulsed laser emission from the TA system is to
utilize a CW seed which is ampli�ed by a pulsing TA. Due to the fact that the
TA current pulses are longer than those of the gain switching electronics, the laser
pulses are expected to be longer in this mode than in the other two. Pulses and
their respective pulse energies are shown in �gure 3.7 . As expected the pulse
lengths of τp = 5.5ns - 10ns are considerably longer than for a pulsed seed. Ad-
ditionally, it is remarkable that the pulses are signi�cantly longer than the ASE
pulses (cf. �gure 3.6 d)). This is due to the exponential current characteristic of
ASE emission. Currents at which ASE is still negligible su�ce to provide ampli-
�cation of seed light. The peak powers reached in CW-pulsed mode are not as
high as in pulsed-pulsed mode, since there is no initial stimulated emission burst,
as was the case for pulsed seed light. Nevertheless the long pulse duration enables
pulse energies of up to Ep = 17.3nJ and Ep = 28.2nJ behind the �ber and in front
of it, respectively. For application in STED, only the pulse energy emitted within
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one �uorophore lifetime τs is useful. The energy contained within time intervals of
di�erent lengths around the peak is plotted in �gure 3.7 b). It becomes clear that
if an organic dye is addressed, with τs ≈ 3ns, only a part of the energy of such
pulses can be used. If, on the other hand, �uorophores with a longer �uorescence
lifetime were used, the CW-pulsed mode may become attractive. Such a case will
be presented in section 4.4 of the next chapter.

3.3.6 Two-Contacts TA

To further investigate the seed competition, a single tapered ampli�er chip was
acquired (EYP-TPA-0765-02000-4006-CMT14-0000, Eagleyard Photonics GmbH,
Berlin, Germany). It possesses separate electrical contacts for the RW section and
the tapered section. Mechanics and optics which showed the same functionality
as the commercial module were designed and fabricated in house. The mount for
the seed diode was integrated in the mounting mechanics. An electrical circuitry
providing current pulses for RW section and taper section separately was designed.
In the design of both, mechanics and PCB, care was taken of keeping leads to the
TA as short as possible, minimizing parasitic e�ects (see �gure A.3).
First The output power of this two-contacts (TC) TA system was measured in
pulsed-pulsed mode, i.e. both TA sections received current pulses. The obtained
current pulses were shorter than τI = 3ns with a peak current of Ipeak = 5A. This
was evaluated from the ASE trace in �gure 3.8 a). The same �gure shows pulses
obtained by pulse seeding. They are considerably shorter than those obtained from
the single contact TA. This is attributed to the short current pulse, which does
not supply carriers for ampli�cation of the trailing edge of the seed pulse.
Since the RW section was expected to have some in�uence on seed competition,
the supply voltage for the current through this section was varied. The results are
shown in �gure 3.8 b). Increasing the RW Voltage, thus the RW current, yields
higher total output powers, which are sown as dashed lines. The seed induced
contribution, however, does not grow in the same manner, at least not in pulsed-
pulsed mode. The energy carried by the seed induced pulse decays starting at a
certain RW current, which is reached earlier for higher taper currents. Operated
in CW-pulsed mode the TA shows a di�erent behavior. In this case the two TA
sections are still pulsed, but a CW seed is utilized. Applying higher RW current in
this mode, not only yields higher ASE but also higher pulse energies after subtrac-
tion of the ASE. Additionally the short current pulses delivered to the two-contacts
TA enable short pulsing in CW-pulsed mode as well. A pulse width of τp = 1.8ns
was obtained with a peak power of Ppeak = 4.4W in front of the �ber.
In total the �ber coupled pulse energy which was reached with the two-contacts TA
did not exceed the pulse energy obtained from the single-contact pulsed TA. This is
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Figure 3.8.: Results from the two-contacts tapered ampli�er. a) Temporal pulse
shapes with variation of the trigger time of the seed. Due to the short ASE pulse
the seed pulse is only ampli�ed to its full length when it arrives early, such that the
carrier burst can not yet be exploited (turquoise trace). For a seed arriving later
the trailing edge (blue trace) or even the whole pulse (light blue trace) cannot be
ampli�ed with a high current level. The wide shape is the ASE pulse, the y-axis of
which is not scaled. b) Seed competition by RW section in CW-pulsed mode (red)
and pulsed-pulsed mode. The dashed lines include ASE while the solid lines do not.
In pulsed-pulsed mode a RW current exists at which a maximum seed induced Ep is
obtained. In CW-pulsed mode the seed induced Ep keeps increasing with increasing
RW current.

partially attributed to the short current pulses through the tapered section. Peak
powers reached in pulsed-pulsed mode were similar for the two devices. Therefore
STED nanoscopy was performed with the single-contact TA system. The pulse
energies which were achieved are expected to result considerable resolution en-
hancements. Thus, the aim of providing higher pulse energies from semiconductor
lasers was reached with the tapered ampli�er approach.

3.4 A Green ps-Pulse Semiconductor Laser Module

The challenge which semiconductor laser development is currently facing is the
wavelength gap in the green-yellow range. Wavelengths between 525nm and
625nm are so far being accessed by e.g. diode pumped solid state (DPSS) lasers
[116]. They are convenient due to their compact size and reliability. The dynam-
ics of the laser states in the solids inhibit pulsing on the ns scale, though [117].
Another way to access this wavelength range is frequency doubling, more gener-
ally, frequency conversion. The nonlinear processes which are involved in these
schemes require high laser intensities in the interaction volume of the fundamental
light and the nonlinear medium. Therefore, such lasers often feature a multi-stage
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ampli�er design [118,119], or the conversion e�ciency is increased by passing the
nonlinear medium multiple times [120]. Instead of generating high powers and
focusing it to high intensities over a short range, another approach is to con�ne
the fundamental light within a waveguide. This method can make pro�t of both,
the high intensity within the waveguide and a long interaction range, given by the
waveguide length [121�123].
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Figure 3.9.: Scheme of a green-yellow ps pulsed semiconductor laser source. The
working principle of the laser module is depicted in a). The commercial laser module
comprises a narrow linewidth distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode and a semicon-
ducto optical ampli�er (SOA) which are monolithically integrated. The SOA output
is focused into a nonlinear crytal (PPLN) in waveguide structure. An exemplary
560nm pulse is shown in b), with Ep = 4pJ .

Recently a laser module has become commercially available featuring a monolith-
ically integrated semiconductor MOPA system and a frequency doubling periodi-
cally poled LiNbO3 (PPLN) crystal in waveguide structure (QLD0593-xx50, QD
Laser Inc, Kawasaki, Japan). It is available at converted wavelenghts of 532nm,
561nm and 594nm, bridging the GY-gap completely. Since ampli�cation and fre-
quency doubling are performed during a single pass through the respective device,
the dynamics of the emission is directly determined by the laser diode. In addition
to CW operation, this enables fast modulation of the green emission, in particular
frequency doubling of gain switch pulses.
In order to generate such pulses a module with λ = 561nm was equipped with suit-
able electronics. While the DFB diode, i.e. the master oscillator (MO), was driven
by the well proven gain-switch electronics, the semiconductor optical ampli�er as
power ampli�er (PA) was DC supplied, which produced ASE at the fundamen-
tal wavelength of 1122nm. Due to the nonlinear frequency doubling the green
emission due to ASE, with a peak power in the nW range, was negligible. Pulses
with τp ≈ 100ps and Ep = 4pJ were obtained from this device, cf. �gure 3.9.
Repetition rates of νL = 100MHz were possible. The pulse depicted in �gure 3.9
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b) was measured to have τp = 65ps. Since this is already close to the minimum
pulse width which can be recorded with a 12GHz sampling oscilloscope, the actual
pulse length might even be shorter. Another laser of this type was set up with
λ = 594nm showing similar performance (see �gure A.2). The obtained pulse
parameters make these laser modules ideally suited as excitation laser sources in
�uorescence imaging applications in general and STED nanoscopy in particular.
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4Semiconductor Lasers in
STED Nanoscopy

In the preceding chapters the foundations were laid for the construction of a STED
nanoscope with a laser system consisting purely of semiconductor lasers. Both, in
technical and in practical regard such a laser system features big advantages over
STED laser systems which were so far available. In particular, chapter 3 presented
semiconductor lasers which were tailored for the use in STED nanoscopy. For the
purpose of testing the performance of these lasers a STED nanoscope was set up
in easySTED arrangement.
Since two STED laser systems were developed at di�erent wavelengths, two such
setups were necessary. The similarities in these setups were exploited such that a
single machine was set up which could accommodate both wavelength modes. The
parts which were necessarily di�erent were arranged in the same architecture. Only
the laser systems of the two resulting nanoscopes di�er notably from each other.
Accordingly, the �rst section of this chapter describes the nanoscope excluding the
laser systems. These are described in 4.2 and 4.3 and so are the results which were
obtained with each system.
The properties of the TA STED laser system enabled access to a new application
of STED. For the �rst time it was possible to perform STED imaging on so-called
�uorescent nuclear track detectors. Section 4.4 presents these results.

4.1 easySTED Nanoscopy Setup

4.1.1 Optical Setup

Figure 4.1 is a schematic drawing of the optical setup for the two-color-modes
nanoscope. A polarization maintaining �ber (PMF) is utilized as common light
source of excitation and STED laser, such that the two wavelengths are available
as perfectly aligned single mode Gaussian beam. Except for alignment mirrors,
the only element between the collimation lens and the scan lens is the �lter which
separates the beam paths of illumination and �uorescence. In order to minimize
the e�ect of the �lter onto the laser beam wavefront, a �lter was chosen which can
be used in transmission for both, excitation laser and STED laser. These �lters,
which are di�erent ones for each color mode, are speci�ed in the repsective laser
subsection. A beam scanner in QUAD scanner design is utilized [44], the housing
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Figure 4.1.: Optical setup for the two-color-modes easySTED nanoscope. The lasers
are delivered by single mode �ber. If the magnetic mirror mount is removed, in-
stead of the red illumination path (corresponding to the red-infrared laser system)
the green illumination can be applied (green-red laser system) and the respective
detection will be utilized. All optical elements of the setup are shown.

of which is attached to a microscope stand (Leica DMI6000 B, Leica Microsystems,
Wetzlar, Germany). This stand provides the tube lens and an objective revolver. If
required, it also gives the possibility of Hg lamp illumination and sample overview
through eye pieces. The scan lens focal length was chosen such that in combination
with the tube lens the illumination beam is stretched to �ll the back aperture of
the objective lens. The easySTED waveplate is mounted right below the objective
lens. The employed objective lens is a LeicaNA = 1.4 oil immersion objective. The
�uorescence beam is separated from the illumination as mentioned and then passes
two identical band-pass �lters to block residual re�ections of laser light (FF01-
605/64-25 for the green-red setup, FF01-697/75-25-D for the red-IR setup, both
Semrock). Subsequently the �uorescence is focused onto an avalanche photodiode
(APD) used in photon counting mode (PDM 100, Micro Photon Devices, Bolzano,
Italy for the green-red setup; SPCM-AQR, PerkinElmer Optoelectronics GmbH,
Wiesbaden, Germany for the red-IR setup). The APD chip was utilized as confocal
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detection pinhole. For this purpose the focal length of the focusing lens was chosen
such that it generates a focus of the size of the APD active area. An optional
detection beam path for non-confocal detection by a photo multiplier tube (PMT)
can be introduced by placing a pellicle beam splitter on a magnetical optics mount
right in front of the scanner. Everything in the described setup from the scanner
to the objective lens, and the PMT beam path, is shared by the beam paths for
the two color modes. A removable mirror placed on another magnetical optics
mount is utilized to switch between the di�erent color modes.

4.1.2 Electronic Control & Data Acquisition

to Nanoscope

from Nanoscope
from PC

to PCInputs

Outputs

78ps step logicFPGA
200MHz clock

Time Gating

D1 D2 . . . Dn

. . .

Gating Control
Laser Control
Scan Control

Data handling
Display
Scanning

Laser Trigger

L1 L2 . . . Ln

. . .

Figure 4.2.: Nanoscope control via FPGA. Processing of the incoming signals and
laser trigger generation is implemented with a timing logic which allows for time
steps of ≈ 78ps. All other signals are handled with a 200MHz clock.

Microscope control and data acquisition is performed by one single FPGA board
in a PC (NI PCIe-7852R, National Instruments GmbH, Munich, Germany). The
nanoscope control software is home-built and has been used in a similar version in
other experiments [44]. Its most important tasks are scanner control, laser trigger-
ing and data acquisition, processing and display. Data processing refers mainly to
time gating. In order to perform time gated STED the FPGA evaluates the signal
collected by the APD with a time step size of 5ns/26 ≈ 78ps.
The same timing logic is employed for the outputs for laser triggering, such that
optimization of laser synchronization is adjusted in the software. The individual
control of every laser trigger pulse further enables the generation of laser pulses
on demand, e.g. for line multiplexing, pulse multiplexing or interleaving of various
pulse modes. Apart from shifting the trigger pulse in total, also the trigger pulse
length can be varied, which �nds application in the TA current pulse generation.
The combination of this laser control with semiconductor lasers results in a �exi-
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bility which is unique in STED nanoscopy. It is bene�tial e.g. to adapt the laser
conditions to the requirements of a certain sample, as in the example presented in
section 4.4 .
The other signals which have to be processed by the FPGA board are handled
with the standard 200MHz clock timing. No higher precision is required in those
cases, since the relevant time scales for scanning and display are µs to ms.

4.2 Green - Red LD STED System

4.2.1 Laser System

Trigger
from
FPGA

PBS dichroic mirror

Figure 4.3.: 560nm - 660nm LD STED laser system. Two of the Fabry-Pérot laser
diodes at 660nm, examined in 3.2, together with the module described in 3.4 form
a laser diode STED laser system. The red laser diodes are arranged such, that
their beams can be combined by a polarizing beam-splitter with negligible loss. The
bandpass �lters can be utilized for tuning the laser power.

The 560nm - 660nm LD STED laser system was designed around LDs as STED
lasers. A sketch of the laser system is shown on �gure 4.3. An easySTED wave-
plate for 660nm was manufactured by B. Halle Nach�. GmbH, Berlin, Germany.
This phaseplate shows near to perfect constructive interference at 560nm, so this
wavelength was chosen for excitation. The gain switched frequency doubled laser
module described in section 3.4 is the designated excitation light source. After col-
limation it is cleaned up spectrally by a narrow band-pass �lter (LL02-561-12.5,
Semrock). The excitation power is tuned by tilting this �lter.
The STED laser comprises two 660nm LD as described in section 3.2. The two
diodes were oriented such that their polarizations are crossed, thus they can be
merged by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). The merged STED laser beams are
also cleaned up spectrally (LL01-671, Semrock) and merged with the excitation
beam through a dichroic mirror (Di02-R635-25x36, Semrock). The three coaligned
beams are coupled into a PMF. A �ber coupling e�ciency of up to 65% and 55%
were obtained for the STED laser and the excitation laser, respectively. As men-
tioned above, in the microscopy setup a multi-band-pass �lter is employed for the
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separation of illumination and �uorescence. In the case of the green-red system
this �lter is of the type FF01-515/588/700-25 (Semrock). At an inclination of 25◦

to 30◦ relative to the illumination beam this yields a re�ected detection band of
about 40nm width, while the transmission of both lasers is above 90%.

4.2.2 Results

The wavelength combination of the LD STED system is ideally suited for the use
with the dye ATTO565. Before turning to biological samples stained with this
dye, however, the performance of the system was tested with technical samples.
Polystyrol beads �lled with organic dyes are popular technical samples. Two types
of these were used with LD STED, nile red �uorescent FluoSpheres and red �uores-
cent FluoSpheres (Fisher Scienti�c GmbH, Schwerte, Germany) with absorption
and emission peaks at (535nm/575nm) and (580nm/605nm), respectively. Figure
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Figure 4.4.: LD STED imaging of nile red �uorescent beads, smoothed raw data.
Parts of the image are depicted with di�erent gating settings. The di�raction limited
signal contributing to the image for early gate starting times tg can be observed. The
graph shows a pro�le of the bead marked with arrows and a Gaussian �t to extract
the FWHM. Scale bar is 500nm.

4.4 shows an image taken of a sample of 20nm sized nile red �uorescent beads,
diluted 1 : 40.000. Recording conditions were

Eex
p = 2.5pJ ESTED

p = 0.9nJ νL = 10MHz tpx = 116µs,

where tpx is the pixel dwell time and pulse energies are values in the focus. Further-
more a threefold line accumulation was used to receive more photons. The direct
triggering of the semiconductor lasers makes line multiplexing of STED and con-
focal mode possible. Thus the images are virtually acquired simultaneously. The
APD signal generated during STED imaging is evaluated by three channels, each
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with di�erent time gating settings. The resulting imaging qualities are visualized
in di�erent parts of the image in �gure 4.4. This demonstrates the e�ect of time
gated detection in combination with relatively long STED pulses. The ungated
signal comes with a signi�cant di�raction limited blur around the highly resolved
spots. Only if the gate staring point is chosen to be tg = τp = 2ns this blur is
eliminated. With these settings the beads could be imaged with a resolution of
∆x ≈ 50nm as is demonstrated by �tting a Gaussian curve to a line pro�le of one
bead.
A sample of PTK cells in which vimentin was antibody labeled with ATTO565
(ATTO-TEC GmbH, Siegen, Germany) was examined to demonstrate the imaging
capability of the LD STED system in biological samples. Imaging was performed
under almost identical conditions as for the beads. Since the �uorophores tend
to have shorter lifetimes in a biological environment, the STED laser was shifted
slightly in time, so was the gate starting time. Furthermore, the excitation pulse
energy was tuned to Eex

p = 1.2pJ because the sample was labeled so densely as to
lead to saturation of the APD at stronger excitation. Figure 4.5 shows the results
of such a recording. The resolution obtained at single antibodies was between
60nm and 70nm.

8 59

80 940a) b)

c)

Figure 4.5.: LD STED imaging of a biological sample, smoothed raw data. Vimentin
in PTK cells was stained with ATTO565. In b) and c) the white bordered region of
a) is shown in confocal and STED imaging mode, respectively. Scale bars are 10µm
in a) and 1µm in b) and c).
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4.3 Red - IR TA STED System

4.3.1 Laser System

The second all-semiconductor STED laser system which was set up in the course of
this thesis comprises the pulsed tapered ampli�er laser system presented in 3.3 as
STED laser, and a pulsed FP diode as excitation laser. This TA STED laser system
is depicted in �gure 4.6 . The corresponding easySTED segmented waveplate was
manufactured by B. Halle Nach�. GmbH for a wavelength of λSTED = 767nm,
which is the gain maximum of the TA. The excitation laser has a wavelength of
λex = 640nm (HL6385DG, Oclaro Inc.), which yields close to perfect constructive
interference after passing the SWP. The excitation laser is cleaned up by a narrow
band-pass (LD01-640/8-12.5). The two lasers are merged by a long-pass �lter
(BLP01-785R, Semrock), which also serves to block the low wavelength tail of the
TA ASE spectrum. This light might otherwise be visible in the detection band.
Both beams are coupled into a PMF to be guided to the microscopy setup. The
beam splitting �lter for this laser combination is the multi-band-pass �lter FF01-
650/780/880 (Semrock), which generates a detection band between 645nm and
760nm at an inclination of 19◦ relative to the laser path. More than 90% of the
laser power is transmitted in this arrangement.

Trigger
from
FPGA

dichroic
mirror

Figure 4.6.: 640nm-767nm TA STED laser system. The pulsed TA system as de-
scribed in 3.3 (dashed box) was complemented with a gain-switched Fabry-Pérot
laser diode at 642nm as excitation laser, which is cleaned up by a narrow bandpass
�lter. They form a STED laser system which can target popular infrared emitting
dyes.

4.3.2 Results

Like the LD STED system, the TA STED system was �rst tested with �uorescent
beads. Spectrally suitable beads are Crimson FluoSpheres (625nm/645nm) and
dark red FluoSpheres (660nm/680nm)(both Fisher Scienti�c GmbH, Schwerte,
Germany). Figure 4.7 a) shows a STED image of a sample of 20nm sized Crimson
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beads. The parameters of the TA STED system were

Eex
p = 2pJ ESTED

p = 1.1nJ νL = 5MHz tpx = 100µs tg = 1.4ns,

and a threefold line accumulation was used. The resolution reached with these
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Figure 4.7.: Results of TA STED nanoscopy, smoothed raw data. a) 20nm Fluores-
cent Crimson beads and Gaussian �t of a bead pro�le, scale bar 1µm. b) Confocal
image of Vero cells with STAR635P labeling of Vimentin, scale bar 10µm. For the
recordings of c) and d) the region of b) marked with a white border was simulta-
neously imaged in confocal and STED mode by line multiplexing. Scale bars are
1µm.

settings was ∆x ≈ 60nm. Time gated detection was utilized for the measurement,
reducing the di�raction limited background. Due to the shorter pulses of the
tapered ampli�er, at optimum resolution the gate delay tg could be chosen shorter
than in the case of the LD STED system, which improves the e�ective detection
e�ciency.
The TA STED nanoscope was also tested with biological samples, the results
of which are shown in �gure 4.7 b) - d). Vimentin was labeled in Vero cells
with antibody conjugated STAR635P (Abberior GmbH, Göttingen, Germany). In
order to avoid saturation of the APD signal due to the high labeling density the
excitation laser was attenuated to Ep = 1.2pJ for these measurements.
The measurements presented so far already demonstrate the high potential of
semiconductor lasers for STED imaging. In addition to the data presented so far,
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an exclusive application for the TA STED system was found. STED imaging of
�uorescent nuclear track detectors was successfully performed for the �rst time,
which is presented in the next section.

4.4 FNTD STED Imaging

In biological applications the most commonly used �uorophores are organic dyes
and �uorescent proteins [31]. These feature �uorescence lifetimes of about τs =
3ns, setting the timescale for possible STED action. Apart from these systems
there is another �uorophore which has been utilized successfully in STED nanoscopy,
namely nitrogen vacancy color centers in diamonds [26, 124�126]. Of course there
is a multitude of other systems, especially in crystalline solids, possessing similar
properties as this type of color center [127�130].
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Figure 4.8.: FNTD ion tracks, smoothed raw data. Irradiation of the FNTD with
ions is schematically depicted in a). Along z the ion tracks appear as �uorescent
stripes as shown in b). c) shows a confocal image of the x-y plane of an FNTD, scale
bar is 1µm.

One of them has actually found application with fuorescence microscopy. So-called
�uorescent nuclear track detectors (FNTDs) consist of a Al2O3 single crystal with
Carbon and Magnesium doping. The doping creates color centers which are ag-
gregate defects formed by two oxygen vacancies and two Mg2+ impurities. By
capturing a secondary electron originating from high energetic particle irradiation
such a color center be activated into a state which shows absorption around 620nm
and emission around 750nm, with a �uorescence lifetime of τs ≈ 75ns [131]. These
states are long-lived and can be read out by �uorescence microscopy, e.g. visual-
izing the path an ion took through the crystal as illustrated in �gure 4.8. Due
to this possibility FNTDs are used for radiation �eld monitoring and to examine
ion irradiation of biological tissue, which is comparable to radio therapy of cancer.
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The aim is to correlate irradiation induced damage in the samples to the radiation
dose [132, 133]. For this purpose the width of so-called track spots in the crystal
can be measured. A track spot is a �uorescently activated area around the lo-
cation of ion penetration. The size of this area, where secondary energy transfer
processes have activated color centers, depends on the linear energy transfer of the
ion. This has been demonstrated for heavy ions which generate track spots of a
few micrometers' width [134]. The clinically relevant ions H+ and C6+, however,
leave track spots too small to resolve by conventional microscopy.

ν = 5MHz 2.2MHzno STED L 1MHz

a)

b)

c)

(i)

(ii)

Figure 4.9.: STED imaging of ion tracks in an FNTD, smoothed raw data. a) Ion
trace in the FNTD imaged with STED (i). A high background is observed which
is due to activation of the color centers due to STED beam irradiation. This is
proven by zooming out and taking a confocal image of the region (ii). b) Repetition
rate dependence of FNTD activation by the STED laser at equal photon doses.
νL = 1MHz is chosen for subsequent recordings. c) Confocal and STED image of
FNTD proton track spots with a STED pulse energy of Ep = 3.9nJ in the focus.
At irradiations the protons had an energy of 49MeV . The spots could be resolved
down to ∆x = 110nm, scale bar is 1µm.

Therefore STED measurements were performed on such samples. The spectral
properties make the red-IR TA STED system ideally suited for these studies. An
image which was taken under similar conditions as employed for imaging of or-
ganic dye samples is shown in �gure 4.9 a). It features a high background which
inhibits resolution enhancement. The �gure also shows the same region in a con-
focal recording revealing a permanent �uorescence activation in the region where
STED imaging was performed. This is attributed to the fact that the color cen-
ters are not only sensitive to ionic radiation, but they can also be activated by
UV light [130]. The activation might therefore stem from sequential multi-photon
processes or excited state absorption. The probability of the latter increases if the
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ratio of �uorescence lifetime and laser repetition rate decreases. A dependence
of the activation by STED on the pulse frequency νL is demonstrated in �gure
4.9 b). At equal photon doses the FNTD shows more activation by the STED
beam if higher repetition rates, νL are used. Due this νL = 1MHz was chosen for
further FNTD STED imaging. The necessity of this relatively low repetition rate
is partially attributed to the long �uorescence lifetime of the color centers. On
the other hand this long τs also enables utilization of a STED laser pulse of longer
duration, as available from the TA system in CW-pulsed mode. Pulse energies up
to Ep = 10nJ are utilized, while at the same time the applied laser peak power is
relatively low, which is bene�cial with respect to undesired multi-photon processes.
Figure 4.9 c) shows results of FNTD STED recordings which were taken with a
repetition rate of νL = 1MHz in CW-pulsed mode. A resolution enhancement up
to a factor of ξ = 3 was achieved, track spot sizes were measured to have widths
down to ∆x = 110nm. This was the �rst time that STED imaging of FNTD
samples has been performed successfully.
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5Discussion & Outlook

5.1 Laser Diodes in STED Nanoscopy

Based on preceding work [24] the potential of high power Fabry-Pérot laser diodes
as STED laser was examined. The most important parameter for the resolution
in STED is the pulse energy Ep of the STED laser, which is delivered within one
lifetime τs of the targeted �uorophore. The numerical analysis of LDs has shown
that upon the injection of strong current pulses the emission from the diode closely
follows temporal shape of the current pulse. Consequently an electronic circuitry
generating current pulses with peak currents Ipeak > 1A of duration τp < 3ns was
required.
The developed circuitry yielded Ipeak ≈ 1.5A in τp ≈ 2ns. This enabled pulse
energies up to Ep = 2.3nJ . In order to supply even more laser power to the
STED setup, two of these laser diodes with crossed polarizations were merged.
This was possible due to the utilization of the easySTED method. Technical
samples could be imaged with a resolution of ∆x = 50nm. Since the STED
pulses were almost as long as the �uorescence lifetime, time gating yielded a great
enhancement of image quality. Although the resolution was similar for ungated
images, the di�raction limited signal which contributes to the background leads
to poor contrast in ungated images. The obtained resolution was limited by laser
power, which in turn was limited by the current strength of the pulsing electronics.
This was even more pronounced for the imaging of biological samples. Due to the
shorter �uorescence lifetime of the �uorophores which were observed there, the
laser pulse energy contained in the τp = 2ns LD pulses could not be used as
e�ectively as was the case for shorter pulses. Nevertheless, the �ndings clearly
demonstrate that Fabry-Pérot laser diodes can be employed to create a low-e�ort
high-performance STED nanoscope.

5.1.1 Electro-Optical Considerations

Higher currents in shorter pulses than the ones achieved demand for more elaborate
electro optical circuit integration, as the following consideration demonstrates. In
designing the PCB layout for the laser diodes care was taken of minimizing par-
asitic inductance by long leads. The wire connectors of the diode itself, however,
had to be used. The two wires amount to an inductance of Lpar = 2×5nH [135]. A
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SPICE simulation of the employed transistor with and without these inductances
in series with the load was carried out. The result is shown in �gure 5.1 . Already
these low inductance values lead to a signi�cantly lower peak current Ipeak and
a distorted pulse is obtained if τI = 2.5ns current pulses are applied. There are
publications in which transistors, capacitors and laser diode have been mounted
onto one substrate in close vicinity to eliminate parasitic inductance and capacity
e�ects [70,105]. This is, however, not possible to achieve with commercially avail-
able laser diodes. Still, the papers demonstrate that these electronic aspects are
merely technical hurdles that can be overcome.
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Figure 5.1.: Simulation of the e�ect of parasitic inductances. The leads of a com-
mercial LD in a 5.6mm package already feature these inductance values, implying
high frequency signal inhibition.

If going to higher currents is possible, the next issue which arises are the laser
diode facet intensities allowed before catastrophic optical damage occurs. One
has to consider two cases there. At low repetition rates, where the average power
stays below the speci�ed CW power the peak intensity and the respective power
Pth during the pulse has to stay below the damage threshold. For pulse lengths
between 1µs and 1ns this threshold roughly rises according to the square root
law, Pth ∝ τ

−1/2
p [115]. To obtain an estimated value for Pth one can start at

τp = 1µs with the CW power of P = 120mW for the examined diodes. This
yields Pth = 3.8W for τp = 1ns, corresponding to Ep = 3.8nJ . Two of these
diodes merged as presented could amount to a STED pulse energy of Ep > 7nJ .
The second case to consider emerges at repetition rates νL where this pulse energy
results in average powers higher than the speci�ed CW power. Then the average
power instead of the peak power would become the limiting factor. For the es-
timated case this would mean νL < 32MHz, which is acceptable for STED. Up
to this repetition rate an increase in pulse energy by a factor of 2.5 as compared
to the presented STED results would be possible. According to this estimation a
resolution of ∆x ≈ 30nm could be achieved with these laser diodes, which makes
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them highly attractive STED lasers.

5.1.2 Wavelength Considerations

A STED laser system based on commercial 660nm laser diodes has been presented
which can address red emitting �uorophores. Another popular class of STED �u-
orophores absorbs at red wavelengths and emits in the near infrared [136�138].
Consequently, a STED laser emitting between 750nm and 800nm is required. On
the one hand this led to the tapered ampli�er approach, which will be discussed in
the next section. Apart from that, recently laser diodes have become commercially
available which deliver P = 800mW in CW mode at a wavelength of 800nm [139].
They seemed promising for application in STED. Despite the higher CW speci�-
cation they delivered Ep = 2nJ in pulsed mode, which is not more pulse energy
than achieved with the 660nm diodes. The simulations carried out in section 3.2
provide an explanation for this. The laser pulse shape closely follows the injected
current pulse, with a peak power according to the di�erential e�ciency ηx. This
parameter is ηIR = 0.8W/A for the infrared and ηred = 1W/A for the red laser
diodes [90,140]. The di�erence can mainly be attributed to the di�erence in photon
energy. Thus, the photon yield, as the relevant parameter for STED is similar for
both LD types. Accordingly, for the diodes at 800nm the same challenges apply as
for the 660nm LDs. If high currents can be generated, these high power SM laser
diodes promise to sustain higher facet intensities. The same estimation as above
yields Pth > 20W and Ep > 20nJ , respectively. In that case the current pulse gen-
eration would probably be the limiting factor again, since Ipeak > Pth/ηIR = 25A
would be required. Nonetheless, supplied with high power current drivers, these
devices are promising laser sources for STED nanoscopy, as well.
Apart from the challenges present to semiconductor STED lasers, semiconductor
excitation lasers have also faced a constraint in their applicability to STED. The
reason for this has been the green-yellow gap of laser diodes. So far no ps pulse
emitting laser diode with wavelengths between 520nm and 620nm had been avail-
able. The laser module presented in this work, available with λ = 532nm, 561nm
and 594nm has greatly improved this situation. The modules are ideal sources
for �uorescence excitation at these wavelengths, not only applicable with STED
but all other �uorescence techniques, particularly including �uorescence lifetime
applications. To our knowledge so far there has been no publication reporting on
a semiconductor source of ps pulses between 550nm and 600nm.
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5.2 Tapered Amplifiers in STED Nanoscopy

Due to the limitations found for laser diodes as STED lasers, �nally originating
from their narrow emitting facets, a semiconductor tapered ampli�er system has
been tailored for the purposes of STED nanoscopy. The wavelength of the em-
ployed ampli�er was 767nm, nevertheless the obtained results are similarly valid
for any wavelength at which tapered ampli�ers are available. The pulse character-
istics which could be reached with the TA pulses were superior to those of a FP
laser diode. Twice the pulse energy, Ep = 2.8nJ was obtained in pulses half as
long, i.e. τp < 1ns1. Since in the LD STED setup two devices were employed to
combine to the STED laser, the resolution enhancement was similar for the two
presented STED systems, ∆x = 60nm was obtained from the TA STED system.
This resolution was limited by available pulse energy. A suspicion that the broad
spectrum of the ASE lead to �lling of the intensity zero was ruled out by explicitly
cleaning up the TA light with another �lter of the type LL01-785, which sup-
presses sidebands outside its 5nm pass-band by three orders of magnitude. This
did not yield signi�cantly di�erent results, proving that the ASE does neither help
quenching, due to its broad temporal spread, nor does it deteriorate the intensity
zero. Furthermore, the obtained resolution agrees very well with those obtained
with a similar setup which utilizes a di�erent kind of laser. In that case Ep ≈ 1nJ
in the focus was necessary for a resolution of 60nm [141].
There were mainly two challenges to reaching higher pulse energies from the pulsed
tapered ampli�er. The �rst was the generation and especially the delivery of multi-
ampere currents in a pulses of a few nanoseconds. The shortest current pulses
generated in the commercial TA had a pulse width of τI ≈ 4ns. In the electro-
mechanical design of the two-contacts TA attention was paid to keeping leads at
the core of the switching circuitry as short as possible, cf. �gure A.3 . This way
pulses with τI < 3ns were obtained, but the peak current could not be increased.
As explained in the discussion on STED laser diodes, improving the electronic
properties, in particular increasing the current, requires electro-optical integra-
tion. If currents between 15 and 20A were possible, as in [105], extrapolation of
the evolution of the pulse energy in �gure 3.6 a) yields a �ber coupled pulse energy
beyond 10nJ .
When the data of �gure 3.6 a) is reconsidered, however, the increasing ASE emerges
as the second challenge for high pulse energy TA lasers. The investigations employ-
ing a two-contacts tapered ampli�er chip, in which RW section and taper section
could be supplied separately with current, have shown that the ASE contribution
is increased if the current through the RW section increases. This is due to seed

1This comparison was made between �ber coupled laser power of each device. Also, ASE
contribution was not taken into account.
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competition: The photons which are spontaneously emitted in the waveguide sec-
tion act as seed for the taper section, thus depleting carriers which are then no
longer available for depletion by the intended seed. Similar results have been re-
ported for a TA MOPA system where the TA was DC driven [101]. Consequently,
if high output powers with low ASE contribution are approached with a TA, the
separate control of the di�erent sections is important.
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Figure 5.2.: 10nJ pulse from two-contacts TA in CW-pulsed mode. Pulses like this
are well suited for STED nanoscopy as has been demonstrated for the case of LD
pulses.

Interestingly the seed competition is not observed with this symptoms in CW-
pulsed mode. This can be explained by the fact that ASE is suppressed by the
permanent presence of seed light. This is comparable to the CW case, where ASE
is typically suppressed three to four orders of magnitude as compared to the ampli-
�ed seed [142, 143]. Further investigations with the two-contacts TA showed that
as a result of the short current pulses in the taper section short optical pulses could
be generated in CW-pulsed mode, as well. The single contact TA delivered pulse
energies of Ep = 28nJ in a τp = 10ns pulse, which could not be shortened due to
electronic restrictions. The two-contacts TA, on the other hand, delivered a pulse
with Ep = 10nJ and a width of τp = 1.8ns, as is shown in �gure 5.2 . Such pulses
are promising if employed for STED with popular organic �uorophores which pos-
sess a lifetime of a few nanoseconds. This demonstrates that other approaches
than a pulsed seed could �nally have a higher yield, since the problem of ASE is
avoided. In fact, a very recent publication has demonstrated nanosecond pulsed
semiconductor emission under very similar conditions. A CW seed source was used
together with a multi-section tapered device, the sections of which were supplied
with current separately. This arrangement yielded pulses with τp = 2.5ns and
Ep > 20nJ . The ASE contribution to the total pulse energy was reported to be
1% [144].
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Semiconductor lasers which include ampli�er devices have been demonstrated to
enable pulsing at energies exceeding those obtained from simpler semiconductor
lasers. Accordingly, the achieved resolution enhancement per device was higher.
Since these lasers still possess all advantages of semiconductor lasers regarding
pulse synchronization, compactness and availability, they are highly attractive
STED lasers. This is enhanced by the indications that the pulse energies from
such semiconductor laser architectures can still be increased.

5.3 TA STED FNTD Imaging

Apart from organic dye samples the TA STED system was used with samples con-
taining another class of �uorophores. Fluorescent nuclear track detectors feature
color centers which �t the spectral properties of the TA system. Due to the �ex-
ibility of this STED laser an operational mode could be found which for the �rst
time allowed to resolve ion track spots in an FNTD down to 100nm (FWHM).
This was achieved at a pulse energy of Ep = 3.9nJ in the focus, indicating that
the stimulated emission cross section of these �uorophores is signi�cantly lower
than for typical organic dyes.
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Figure 5.3.: Evaluation of FNTD STED imaging. Two data sets were evaluated. An
FNTD irradiated with C6+ ions of energy 224.8MeV/u yielded the blue data points.
Irradiation with protons of energy 49MeV yielded the green data where ten track
spots were evaluated per pulse energy. The resolving capability extracted from the
data coincides for the two data sets, justifying the model (5.1).

An important issue, however, is whether this resolution was power limited. The
actual size of the �uorescently activated region is not known from other experi-
ments, therefore it is possible that the resolved size already is the track spot size.
In order to examine this more thoroughly a series of measurements was carried
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out in which the the STED pulse energy was sequentially increased and the re-
sulting resolution ∆xef was measured. If a point-like object is observed, the data
is expected to resemble equation (2.10), i.e. ∆xef = ∆x. If, on the other hand, an
object of size ∆xobj is observed, the measured width of this object is2

∆xef =

√
(∆xobj)

2 + (∆x)2. (5.1)

As a matter of fact, equation (2.10) could not be �tted plausibly to the measured
data. A �t of type (5.1) is shown in �gure 5.3 for two di�erent data sets. Fit
parameters were ∆xobj and the saturation pulse energy Esat. The obtained ob-
ject widths were ∆xobj = 147nm and ∆xobj = 110nm. Furthermore, the actually
possible resolving capability can be evaluated with the knowledge of Esat. Inter-
estingly, both data sets yield almost identical curves for the resolution capability,
as should be, with a maximum possible resolution of ∆x ≈ 75nm. This is clearly
below the size to which the track spots could be resolved. These facts combined
are interpreted as a strong indication that the true width of the track spots was
determined, which has so far been impossible for carbon ions and protons.

5.4 Future Directions for SC Lasers in STED Nanoscopy

Figure 5.4 depicts a comparison of STED laser types with regard to cost, per-
formance and system complexity including the results of this thesis. Before the
work for this thesis was started, the lasers which could be employed for STED
nanoscopy were not tailored for this application. Therefore, big e�orts were in-
volved in running a STED system successfully. Complex solutions for temporal
and spatial beam shaping, as well as laborious pulse synchronization were frequent
challenges.
Pulsed semiconductor lasers, on the other hand, which do not show these dis-

advantages, were similarly inapt as STED lasers, because in their development
attention was especially put to pulse widths below 100ps, such that the resulting
pulse energies were in the pJ range, or they were available with pulse lengths of
several tens of ns. This thesis has demonstrated that semiconductor lasers can
be operated in a mode which is ideally suited for STED. Di�erent commercially
available semiconductor laser architectures were analyzed in this mode, and pulses
with durations of 0.5ns - 2ns and pulse energies of up to 10nJ were obtained,
enabling a �vefold resolution enhancement.
The presented laser diode STED system which is based on DVD-drive laser diodes

2This is for the case that both, imaging PSF and object can be described by a two dimen-
sional Gaussian. Relation (5.1) gives the width of the convolution of two Gaussians with the
respective widths.
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Figure 5.4.: Comparison of the performance of di�erent STED laser types. Encoded
in color the graphic indicates technical disadvantages which the repective laser type
bears. It is obvious that in this regard semiconductor lasers and in particular FP
LD are �rst choice, as well as concerning the cost. The shaded box frames all
semiconductor lasers shown in the graphic. The extent of the box can be considered
the full potential of semiconductor lasers for STED nanoscopy, outperforming many
other STED laser systems.

equipped with powerful pulsing electronics, enabled imaging with resolutions down
to 50nm. The insight gained during the work on these diodes could be used to
develop a semiconductor based ps-pulsing laser source at wavelengths bridging the
green-yellow gap. Such a laser ideally complemented the diode STED lasers as
excitation lasers.
In recent years, apart from these developments on semiconductor lasers ns-pulsed
�ber lasers have come up with pulse energies of about 30nJ , making them well
suited for STED. A very recent publication, [144], indicates that semiconductor
devices similar to the ones presented in this thesis are capable of generating equally
powerful pulses. Due to its advantages in compactness and control, such a laser
would be even more attractive for STED than the �ber lasers. Most importantly,
this analysis shows that in the future the STED laser will no longer be the com-
ponent which limits the availability of STED nanoscopy for life scientists.
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AAppendix

A.1 CW Laser Diode Simulations

Some of the parameters which were put into the simulations were supplied by the
manufacturer, explicitly for the used diode. Length and width of the semiconductor
active region are

L = 1540µm and W = 2µm,

respectively. Furthermore the device uses three quantum wells (QW). With a
width of about 15nm per QW,

V ≈ 140µm3

is obtained. The facet re�ectivities are Rf = 0.93 and Rr = 0.06. The photon
lifetime τc in the cavity is given by [88]

1

τc
=

2L

c
log

(
1

RfRr

)
+ cα, (A.1)

where c is the speed of light in the medium and α is a factor accounting for the
internal losses. The �rst part can be evaluated using the re�ectivities. This yields
τc < 10ps, giving the range in which it was �nally chosen by using the value at
which the slope e�ciency of 1.1W/A was matched, cf. �gure A.1 c). Furthermore
transparency density and the time constant of spontaneous recombination where
chosen such that the simulation yielded the speci�ed threshold current of Ith ≈
60mA. Parameters other than the manufaturer supplied and the �tted ones were
taken from [81], [82], and [88]
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Figure A.1.: Simulation of current characteristic of laser diode.
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A.2 Picosecond Pulses at 594nm

A laser module emitting at a wavelength of λ = 594nm (QD593-9450, QD Laser
Inc.) was operated in the same way as described in section 3.4 . Figure A.2 shows
a a recorded pulse train at νL = 80MHz and a enlarged single pulse which was
recorded to a pulse width τp < 60ps which is close to the measureable limit, since
a oscilloscope with a bandwidth of 12GHz was employed for the recordings of the
signal from a PD with a bandwidth of 20GHz. The pulse energy was Ep = 1.8pJ ,
which was, however not limited by the laser module.
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Figure A.2.: ps pulses from an all semiconducto laser module at λ = 594nm.
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A.3 Two-Contacts TA

Electronic integration of the TA

c)b)

a)

Figure A.3.: TA electronic integration. a) The unmounted Two-Contacts TA. The
actual semicondctor chip resides on top of the gold plated C-Mount. The two �ags
to the right are the contacts to the anodes of RW and taper section. b) Mounted
TA without PCB. In the background the mount for the seed diode can be seen. c)
PCB mounted. The �ags could be soldered directly to the PCB, thereby avoiding
unnecessary leads which generate parasitic electric capacities and inductances.
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A.4 Publications and Conference Contributions

M. Henrich, J. Engelhardt, S.W. Hell, "All semiconductor laser approach for
STED nanoscopy", conference talk, Photonics West 2013 symposium, San Fran-
cisco, USA, Feb. 2013.

M. Henrich, "Gepulste Laserlichtquelle für die Fluoreszenzanregung", Gebrauchsmuster-
anmeldung (utility model application) 20 2013 006 817.5, 2013.
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Constants & Unit Prefixes

c Speed of light, c = 299 792 458m/s
e Elementary charge, e = 1.602 · 10−19C
eV Electron Volt, 1eV = 1.602 · 10−19J , wavelength of a

photon of energy 2eV : λ = hc
2eV

= 619.92nm
h Planck's constant, h = 6.626 · 10−34J/s

f ×10−15

p ×10−12

n ×10−9

µ ×10−6

m ×10−3

k ×103

M ×106

G ×109

T ×1012
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